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HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS
SALVATION ARMY
The following young people of the
town have arrived in town from their
CHRISTMAS DINNERS schools for the Christmas holidays
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HOULTON, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 28, 1921

PARTY’S RETURN FROM
ISLANDS TRIP TO HONOLULU

FOR WINTER EVENINGS
Many compliments have been made

by patrons of the TIMES Lending
Library for the late novels which arc?
on its shelves and available to the
public for a small daily charge.
The following books have been
added to the Library since Christinas:
Dreamers
Knut Hamsun
(A t the urgent request of a n u m ber ; barrage behind tlte Vnemy’ lines and
Nobody’s Man
Oppenheim
gladetoegive.f inhe aTI: S e s "of ‘Tirti'des’ bombarded the latter’s ‘headquarters’
U few1of*the’ th"ngS ^hicTwere seen" by j iwo miles or more away with murder- Black Bartlemy’s Treasure
the editor on his trip to Honolulu, ; ous precision.
Jeffery Farnol
where he attended the sessions nf t h e 1 A *biimp' soared overhead like an Martin Conisby's Vengeance
Press Congress of the
World
during
aerial leviathan, directing the fire of
October.)
Jeffery Farnol
the artillery by radio, it being fastThe Beloved Woman Kathleen Norris
After our return to Honolulu the ened to a large truck by cable.
..
,,
,,
: The anti-aircraft three-inch pieces Ursula Trent
W. L. George
sessions ol the Press Congress were spattered the gray sky with gobbets
A Flower of Monterey
renewed and the program was of a j of black smoke where high explosive
Katherine Hamill
shells burse around a suppositious
business nature with a few entertain- enemy plane.
Smiling Pass
Eliot Robinson
ments put in between. Monday eve-; Reinforcements came up in support Helen of the Old House
^
. .. ; of the infantry, merging their succesHarold Bell Wright
nmg there was a band concert at t h e ;gjve wavcg
the b,.own daet of the
To
Let
John Galsworthy
hotel, Tuesday noon a luncheon serv- j reviewing field.
, g
„ . .
,,
| , ( The second wave of the attacking The Career of David Noble
ed at the Outrigger canoe Canoe club |force ,)rought its stokes mortars into
Frances Parkinson Keyes
and in the evening a lecture in the ! play and huge mines were exploded King of Kearsarge
Arthur O. Friel
Hotel parlors on “ Exploration of the j ^ ' K a c k l n r ^ r ^ L o n ^ t h e artillery s<” i Wild Wings
Margaret It. Piper
Pacific” by Dr. Herbert E. Gregory of I nerves of the spectators a-tingle and ; Real Life
Henry Kitchell Webster
,
. i .
.i
. lashed their faces with the hot fumes i The Lark
Dana Burnet
Yale wno was on a leave ol absence . of lhe exploding charges while a j Thpjr y esterdavs Harold Bell Wright
from his college and this was follow-, lowering
The Mountain Girl
Payne Erskine
ed by another address on “ The Condjsmally. added to the grimness o f ! For Better For Worse W. B. Maxwell
Chambers
with the use i the scene.
quering of Leprosey
The Restless Sex
. t-» » r t-,
' And just beyond the “enemy"
Zane Grey
oi chaulmoogra oil by Dry A. I.. Dean trench a llttle hut hurst „ lto ,lames The Last Trail
Lincoln
President of the University of Hawaii 1after demolishing fire from the one Thankfuls Inheritance

MAINE HOLDS AN
ENVIABLE RECORD

Those who believe that Maine has
More than one hundred free din since the last issue of the TIMES:
no
agricultural future should ex
U. of M.
ners and twenty paid dinners were
amine
the fifth annual report to
Miss Lucy Chamberlain.
ser/ed at the Salvation Army Com
Congress of the Federal Board for
Bowdoin
munity Home on Saturday last by
Vocational Education for 1921. In
, J. Max Russell, Floyd McGary,
this report this State holds an en
Envoy and Mrs. Cole with their army ArtinJr Whitney, Clarence Yerxa,
viable record. In return for each
of helpers. Of the one hundred Frank Sleeper,
dollar expended for agricultural edupeople who dined sumptuously on the
Harvard
cation in High schools, Maine is far
hospitality o f the Army all were
Robert Williams, Clair Cassidy.
ahead of any of the other 47 states.
Skidmore
needy and deserving and probably
Her return is $3.82 for each dollar
Miss Mildred Newbegin.
would have fired meagerly if left to
expended. Her next competitors are
Mount Alison
their own resources.
The pro Utah, with $2.03. Indiana with >IS'2
Misses Helen Yerxa, Dorothy Mann.
ceeds of the twenty paid dinners
and Missouri with $1.54.
Ma*s. College of Osteopathy
which were served to some of the
This return comes in from the
Arthur McCready.
lodfers o f the Home, will go towards
supervised practical work of the
In connection with this novel idea
a fund to purchase shoes and stock
students studying subjects
Each
ings for the needy young people o f ' which originated with the TIMES, of
student keeps an itemized account of
the town.
thus chronicling the arrival home of
the complete cost of production, inTho sources to which the Salvation i the young people of the town from
eluding the interest on lands emArmy has access in getting moneyj the various schools and colleges,
ployed, all time for men and teams,
with which to carry on their many |it is interesting to note that the
fertilization, seed, cultivation, etc.
works Of dharity at this time of year schools and colleges represented in
When the crop is harvested and
are responding very well. The tripods ) Houlton number approximately twenty
and pets which are seen on the street j four, of which thirteen are colleges,
marketed, the account is balanced up
received many excellent donations j These schools are located in the
and the profit or loss determined.
In the total income of supervised
as wnD ae did the small banks which j following states: Maine, New Hamppractical work Maine stands third,
were found in most of the stores. It j shire,
Massachusetts,
New
York
Indiana is first with a total income
is expected that when all the Christ- Tennessee and the Province of New
of $142,400 with 39 schools, Missouri
mas charity program has been fully Brunswick. The number o f people atis second with $82,200 with 78 schools,
esirieti out there will be an ample j tending these schools is in the
while Maine is third with $81,700 with
supply of funds to pay all bills. The j neighborhood of seventy-five, which
18 schools.
MBwwing menu which was served at speakes well for the town.
Maine last year had in her voca
tho dree dinner Saturday may be a j
-----------------(an account of our trip to the, u wag a won,le ,.rm s,„,(.tacle one
tional
agriculture schools 331 stu
fair Indication of the amount of th ese j SNELL HOUSE
SHOCKING TRAGEDY
later in which will probably never lie surdents who made an actual net return
W k The meats consisted of roast j
IMPROVES DINING ROOM Leprosarium will, he given
.
... ,
,
i passed in Hawaii.
AT LIMESTONE of their course of study of $247 each.
this series of letters!.
chicken, roast turkey, roast goose,
Wednesday! UeuL w . MiIler alM, LleUt E. H.
This work is under the control of
It appears to be well established
iSNUtt pork and roast 'beef and chicken j
keeping with the efficient and afternoon a luncheon was tendered Manzelman opened the second section
that Omar Grandmaison, whose death the state Board of Vocational Educapie. The pastries were all kinds of j up-to-date manner which the Mercicr
'
of
the
day's
demonstration
by
giving
the ladies of the party by Mrs. : an exhibition of aerial combat. Miller
body was found near Limestone tion of which Dr. Augustus O.
pies and cakes, cookies and dough Brothers, proprietors of the Snell
of the Governor,' piloted a Fokker plane and Manzelman Thursday morning, was not murdered Thomas. State superintendent of pub
House,
employ
in
catering
to
a
critical
|
Barrington,
wife
A d s. Ice cream was the desert.
A big Christmas tree in the home on j Public the dining room of the local |at the Country club and in the evening j
of^ h aM lh e lic: was run over by a motor vehicle lie schools, is the executive officer.
Monday night at which the poor i Hotel has undergone renovations and |a dance was given at the hotel which ; air man does in the way of hand toiand perished either as the result ot his The other members are George E.
plane,. figlit- ; injuries or from freezing.
Macomber of Augusta and Clement
ctoldren of the town were rewarded |improvements which greatly increases wasattendedby many
people from hand, Vor
.‘' rather plane toe-...citv -ISwell -m
the officers-imi m s- hlV(; DeHd\iiand plan -.,
ot tne | Run over liv a motor car and so bad- S. Stetson of Greene, the chairman
with a belated but welcome visit by a '
neatness of its appearance. It the
me cu> as wen as tne ottu.ei s and . bombmg type then staged a bombing
,
, . , .
r
Santa Claus, which remains as much has been thoroughly painted through- j ladies fron, the Armv and Navy „ osts raid at the lar end of thf, reviewing ly mangled that he lay helpless in tne ot the board of state assessors. E.
field. In the meantime one plane highway and perished in a tempera- K. Jenkins is the director and Hero f a myth to them as if he did not out with additional wall decorations in the city.
New curtains have been hung at all j Thursday evening “ The Spirit of established radio communication with ture of 2<) below zero, and his body, bert S. Hill supervises the field work,
«x ttt
a station near the grandstand, and
the windows. An entire set of very j
j Hawaii" was presented by a number another, hearing an aerial photograph s e a r e d with flames when the u n d e r - -----------------attractive dining room chairs have J
COLBY BURIES
! of patriotic- societies of the city for er. took photographs of the scene taker's shop to which it had been FUNERAL SERVICES FOR
been installed and the waitresses J
benefit of the Congress party. which were afterward rushed hack to taken when discovered \va? set on fire
HENRY H. PUTNAM
THE LEGION FIVE fully equiped with new uniforms. tj, the
This was given at one of the paries Luke field, printed and returned to bv an ovet heated stove--such was the
the
manoeuvres
were
Schofield
before
The
funeral
services of Hen-y
The
dining
room
chairs
are
o
f
,
A basketball game was advertised
horrible fate of Omar Grandmaison.
j of the city with the ocean as a backover.
Harrison
Putnam
were held in Dan
for Thursday night of last week in rosewood with an imitation can e!: ground atul was a most spectacular half
Chief of Police Caswell of Lime
One of the sensations of the day
the High 8chool gymnasium when it bottom. The color of the chairs ij affair, being witnessed by over 3()0P was the parachute jumping done by stone stated Thursday that Grand fort h at his residence Wednesday
was reported that the American Leg- j harmonizes perfectly with the borders people, among them being the descen- (.'apt.. Itoss G. Hoyt and Lieut. Benja maison had been in the village Wed- afternoon. Dec. 21. the Rev. R. O.
tan team was to play a team called j of the wall decoration which is a dark I dants of the former Royalty of the min B. Cassidy. From an altitude of nesday night and left at 9.30 for the Dalzell, pastor of the M. E. church,
the Colby Royers, which was made t red on a white background. The |city. This was an outdoor affair and 15m) feet these two leaped from the farm of Almon Edgeeomb, where he being the officiating clergyman, readcaptive balloon and floated to the re-,
.
. . . . . . .
o f students of the Waterville Institu predominating note of color in the j depicted the ancient Hawaiian life v i e w i n g field while the onlookers held I had been employed since coming mg appropriate scripture selection*
improved dining room is white with 1and customs, music and dances as their breath. After being cleared o f 1there in September from Green Island and favorite hymns of the family,
tion.
A game took place in the gymnasium just enough color to produce a very j well as the present day songs by i the parachutes the two balloonists . j>rovjIK.e ()f Quebec, His dead body This was followed by the beautiful
were congratulated by General Sum-:
. . .
ritual, which was carried out
m advertised, hut it was more in the attractive combination.
•some of the city’s best singers, there j nmrall and the others in the review-1 xvas lound m the highway not far Masonic
. „ „ ,
, .
. ,
.
nsture* of a marathon race coupled
from
the
village,
and
taken
to
Jenkins
1
1
1
full
by
the Baskahegan lodge, of
! being over 150 people taking part in I ing stand, while a swarm of photo
wtCh a few sessions of chess in- j orchestra furnished music for dinner, j the affair. Among other events there graphers were busily taking ’ shots" j undertaking
rooms.
The
s k u l l which Mr. Putnam was a charter
terspersed with basketball here and j at which a great number of guests
oi
them.
was
crushed
on
the
right
side, member.
! was shown a representation of the '
The neighbors and friends assem
there. When the final whistle b lew ! were accomodated. A menu which landing of the first white man on tin? i There has never been a greater |
and
from
this
military affair in these islands, and t hear ttu‘ temple,
the ?colegians had rolled up a total of ^was far in advance of the usual
bled
in large numbers to pay the last
: islands and it was said that it was it is greatly to he doubted that there it was at first thought that the man
tribute of respect to one whom they
approximately 54 to Stan McElwee’s I excellent grade of fare was served
has
been
a
greater
one
in
all
America.
had
been
murdered
.hut
upon
further
the most elaborate thing of the kiiuL
Certainly there has never been one so
loved. In this gathering were th 's ?
four points.
|and all those who took advantage of
ever given there, the nearest approach complete in detail and so complete in investigation, which disclosed a brok
who had been associated with him for
the
opportunity
to
dine
there
spare
Tim game was featured by poor
en
leg
and
other
injuries,
it
was
con
! to it being a play given when tl:<>; the matter of the branches of the
paaalng and a very evident lack of no words of approval, both of the Prince of Wales visited the islands, j services participating.
cluded that he had been struck by a many years and others whose ac
teamwork. The first period was slow prompt service accorded them and
It
was
the
offering
of
the
Hawaiian
motor car, whose driver evidently quaintance had been of shorter dura
The costumes and lighting effects!
Division and General Kuhn to the kept on without stopping, leaving his tion hut whose esteem for the de
but the second session was featured the excellent quality of the food
were of a very elaborate nature.
Governor and the delegates to the
parted was bountiful and genuine.
by a faster pace, while the third combined with the tasteful and
Friday the last of the Press Con- i Cress Congress, and has probably victim to die miserably of cold. It
period saw another drop dn the speed. artistic manner in which it was gress meetings were held and the ! done more to inform the press of the j was a hitter night, with the tempera
Among those from out of town
Marie Lowery was the shining light served.
present
at the funeral were Mr. and
following dav the
entertainment ! worl(1 of the work of the army than ; ture at least 20 below zero and a
any previous exhibition, or mstruc- piercing gale blowing.
The following people from town en
to the contest scoring seventeen of
Mrs.
B.
B. McIntyre and son Harris
The dead
program was again taken up. with a ! tio^
the Cdlby points, while Shaugy Niles joyed the splendid Christmas menu at
of Houlton, also Miss Anna Barnes
man's
cap
and
mittens
and
a
can
of
most interesting review at Skofield
Following the review automobiles
managed to run up fourteen. The big the Snell House Sunday:
and Miss Alice Porter of the same
Barracks, the largest Army post on were take l to Waialua, a distance of cider were found near the body.
Colby tackle is a bearcat on the floor
Mr. and Mrs .M. C. Rideout. Mr. and
town.
Mr and Mrs. Varney Putnam of
While the body lay in the undertak
the Islands. Automobiles called for j ten miles which took us through many
M w alla s on the gridiron and showed |Mrs. R. W. Shaw, Mr. and Mrs,
Weston,
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Pickard
the party and after a delightful ride j pineapple fields for lunch at the er's rooms awaiting the arrival of
j Herschel Shaw, Paul Burns, Ralph
and daughter of Bangor, Mrs. Frank
great form.
over concrete roads for 20 miles, j Haleiwa Hotel, a famous resort for j bounty Attorney Roix and Dr. S. W.
The Hoe-up:
j Burns, Ransford Shaw 2nd, Mr. and
White of Bangor, Father Tierney of
the arriving delegates were mot at that section, after which we continued ; Boone of Presque Isle, the medical exAmerican Legion j Mrs. F. W. Mitchell, Dorothy and
Colby
the upper entrance to Schofield our ride around the island for 75 j aminer. the building took fire from Kingman, John McKay of Portland
S. Wilaon, Deasey j Helen Mitchell, Mr. and Mrs. Frank [
Lowery
representing the Baskahegan Com
Barracks by officers of the army who imiles traversing a fine cement road ' an overheated stove and was soon a
R ogers! A. Peabody, Miss S. J. Peabody, Miss!
pany. A. G. Chambers of Haynesville
Royal
escorted each party to its seats and passing through some very interest- roaring furnace. . Before G r a n d Hand, McElweo I Mary Elizabeth Peabody, Master Geo j
and scores of friends from BrooktonHaines
maison’s
body
could
he
gotten
out
it
then proveeded to explain each feature ing sections, visiting a fine Mormon
Wilson
Carroll, S. Wilson, Whited i F. Peabody, L. M. Friedman, Joe !
Topsfield, Weston, Wvtopitlock and
of the affair. The roadway to the.Temple and conversing with a man was badly seared by the flames and
Niles, Barnes
Whited |Bernstein, Prescott Burleigh, John;
the surrounding towns.
most
of
the
clothing
burned
off.
parade ground from the entrance ofwhose father had a number of wives.
Goals from the field, Lowery 8,! Nickerson, Mrs. J. C. McIntyre, M r.1
Interment was made in the Putnam
Physicians say that Grandmaison
the reservation
was
lined
with hut all that we were allowed to see
Niles 7, Wilson 5, Haines 3 Royal |and Mrs. A. B. Donworth and John S.
lot
of the Danforth cemeterv.
guidons, flags and bunting. Military o i t h e Temple was the outside, only must have lived for several hours
2, Barnes 2, McEJlwee 2. Fouls j Donworth.
__________
police were stationed at regular in- the chosed few being allowed to |a^ r being struck by the motor car.
Lowery. Time, two ten and one fifteen ;
-----------------Pres. P. R. Todd of Bangor accom
Ralph
Whitney,
who
is
employed
,
t01'
and handled traffic with rare ! enter the building. Polygamy was so that he must have suffered terribly panied by his wife, daughter and Mr.
minute periods. Referee, Jenkins.
before
the
cold
benumbed
his
senses,
with the Capewell Horse Nail Co. in efficiency. The public, especially that practiced in the islands until they
of Ne\v York, passed
and a determined effort is being made Demorest
wllu’h was honored a s were taken over hv the United States
Miss Anne Mulcaster, a former Hartford, is in town for a few days. |1)art ot
through town Friday on their w’ay to
to
find
the
driver
of
the
car.
_________ _
. special guests, were given the best and today they have a large following
teacher at H. H. S. who is now located
Halifax where they spent Christmas.
in that section.
We also passed
to Fall River, Mass., is in town to PORTIA REBEKAH LODGE
i 'hat
»»•'
i.u.i
Alan Mercer of White Plains, New
PRESQUE
ISLE
through a Chinese section where we
spend the holidays, the guest of Mr.
York,
a Junior at Colby College an 1
1 .0 .0 . F. ELECTS OFFICERS j The events of the forenoon arc best witnessed the natives preparing the
jiadf Mrs. Murdock McKay, High St.
MEETS HEAVY LOSS captain elect of the cross country
At the annual meeting of Portia j described by a local representative ground for the cultivation of rice;
An automobile accident occurred at
The Presque Isle High School build team is in town, the guest of James
Rebekah
Lodge the following officers |( >f one of t h e Honolulu p a p e r s w h i c h the r i c e is raised in water and th<>
the junction of Bangor Street and
ing
with its contents including the Wilson on Columbia Street for a few
had the following:
( hinamun that we saw had an im
Florence Aenue last week when the ' were elected:
days.
The grim relentless waging oi’ p r o v i s e d harrow hitched to a wafer school records was totally destroyed
N. G.. Mrs. Daisy Towers.
Chevrolet touring car driven by Ansel
Miss Margaret Wilkins, who sine*
modern warfare, lacking only its lo^s buffalo liolii wading in the mud nearly early Friday. The loss is estimated
V. G., Mrs. Stella Harris.
Hatfield, taxi driver, collided with a
of life and anguish of body, w.othe opening of school has been teach
at
$1)0,1)00,
insured
for
$:n,iioo.
Secy.,
Mrs.
Eunice
Lyons.
knee
deep,
getting
the
ground
ready
Ford Truck hauling potash for the
pietured indelibly yesterday upon tic
ing in Taunton. Mass., is in town
Treas., Mrs. Mabel Smith.
Tne school was aVcnh'd by a hour
minds of thousands who attended o n e to put in his crop of rice. After the
Buffalo Fertilizer Company. What
spending
the Christmas holidays with
Trustees, Mr. A. B. Smart, Mrs. of the greatest reviews, from the stalks commence to head out it. keeps 400 scholars and the loss at this time
might have been a serious accident
her father. G. F. Wilkins on High
standpoint of completeness ever stag a number of men busy in the fields of tho vear i; a most serious one.
Elmer
Currie
and
Mrs.
Edith
Carson.
was narrowly averted. The Chevrolet,
ed by the military in America.
Street.
was badly battered, the front right
With a crash of high, explosives, all the time with shot guns to protect
Mrs. Leon Howe and children, who
the roar of low flying a r planes, the them from rice birds which arc a
JACKINS-EACRETT
spring and axle being smashed and
BLAIR— FISHER
have been in Glenburn several months
the wheel torn around to a right angle | Married Wednesday evening. Dec. ragged rattle of musketry and tin* menace to the crop and scarecrows
A quiet wedding was observed early
harsh snarl of machine guns, tin?
with the body of the car The total j 21st, at 7 o’clock at the Methodist Hawaiian division of the United seem to have little effect on them. Friday morning. Dec. 23, at the Free returned home last Thursday accom
panied by her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
amount of damage resulting to the j parsonage Mabel, daughter of Mrs. States Army, under Brigadier General After the rice is harvested it is Baptist parsonage when Ernest A.
G. W. Vickery who will remain dur
threshed
out
by
hand
on
cement
Joseph
H.
Kuhn,
waged
mimic
warfare
Ford was a punctured tire. Nobody Mattie Eacrett and Melbourne Edward
Blair and Mrs. Bertha Fisher were
passed in formal review in honor floors made for that purpose. Just united in marriage by Rev. F. Clarke ing the winter.
was hurt
son of Mr. and Mrs. Guy Jackins of and
of his excellency the Governor of
Hodgdon. Rev. Albert E. Luce per Hawaii and entertained as guests the before entering the city wo passed Hartley. The bride was attended by
EXPECT 400 TEACHERSformed the single ring service. The members of the Press Congress of the through the celebrated Pali pass the groom’s sister, Miss Eva Blair.
CARL E. M1LLIKEN
where
ancient
tradition
says
that
World.
after the ceremony
CONVENTION JAN. 2 6 -7
APPOINTED RECEIVER young couple were accompanied by Every branch of the military ser King Kamehameha defeated his theImmediately
happy couple left by train for
the bride’s mother. The bride was
A
meeting
W’as held in Presque Isle
Former Governor Milliken, whom very attractive in a.navy blue travel vice, with the exception of the tank enemy the Oahu troops by driving Jemtland. where they will spend the
Dec. 19 by members of the executive
corps was represented in the monster
Justice Dunn of the Supreme Court ling suit with ostrich hat to match formation. Every regiment, company them over the Pali in a body, where Holidays with Mrs. Blair’s parents.
committee
of
Aroostook
County
appointed as receiver o f the Houlton and grey fur.
and platoon showed military efficiency they fell 1200 feet below and thus
Roth Mr. and Mrs.
Blair are Teachers’ Association, consisting ot
ice A Lumber Co., arrived in town
Mrs. Jackins is a graduate of Houl and evidence of the high morale which united the whole group of islands employed with the Times Publish- Principal S. L. Merriman and S. E.
last week to assume charge of the ton Business College and has been in is typical of the organizations station under his rule. The hotel was reach
ing Co., Mr. Blair as machinist and Preble of the Aroostook State Normal
on this Island.
affaire o f the concern, and is going tjje empioy 0f p q Drinkwater. Mr edBombing
planes dropped their dead ed late in the afternoon and another linotype operator, while Mrs. Blair is School of Presque Isle. Supt. ot
over the hooks, contracts and other Jackins has a position in the chief ly eggs on the usually placid slopes day full of interest and pleasure was
connected with the job department. Schools C. E. Grover of Fort Fairfield,
of the mountains near Schofield, while brought to an end with a dance at the , as wel] as being a machinist operator. Supt. C. A. Grant and Principal O, S.
engineer’s office at the B. & A.
raiding planes cut loose their fore
year this company was unable
They left on the morning train for
ho telj
Mr. Blair is an experienced printer Smith of Caribou.
to get its log drive, containing 2,000,- a ten day trip to Portland, Boston and aft machine guns, raking the
Sunday. October 23. special services |having worked at the trade in all of
Plans were discussed for the teachtargets placed near the trench which
ON feet to the mill, and while the and Nashua, N. H. and upon their technically was supposed to shelter were held in several of the churches j its branches for more than 20 years, ers’ convention which will be held
logs, which were cut at wartime return home will reside in town.
the enemy. Infantrymen, supported and in the afternoon a special exhihi-1 When the Mexican troubleoccurred , there Jan, 26-7, 1922.
The local cona
on flank by machine gun companies
prices for labor and supplies, were
The TIMES joins their many friends and one-pounders made their slow hut tion was given at Bishop Museum [ he went with Co. L. to the Border mittee have secured rooms for 142
hung up. valves declined greatly, in the best wishes for a happy wedded
unflagging advance across the terri containing much of interest to the as Sergt. On returning he resumed teachers, but accommodations must be
causing a heavy loss.
life.
tory between their base and the guests, where they saw many of the his position with the TIMES Pub. Co. found for 400. It is expected that
Under Mr. Mllllken’s able manage
‘enemy’ position.
beautiful feather capes and coats
Both Mr. and Mrs. Blair are well more local citizens will give aid to
The artillerymen, composed of the made in the olden times, which the
ment the affairs will doubtless be
William Ivy was a business caller
known here, where they have many the committee in caring for tho
deadly
and
speedy
‘75s’
and
the
larger
straightened out satisfactorily.
in Bangor over the week-end.
friends who will wish them joy.
teachers.
more powerful, ‘155s’ laid down their ladies especially enjoyed.

Last Days of Press Congress Are Devoted to Business
Followed by More Entertainment

the taste and it had the punch that things to eat, and the majority of the handsomely to Maine's pocketbook of looking for boom times. ami a
BETTER BUSINESS
Evidence multiplies that domestic made a place for itself even after a housewives of the Country are provid wonder what tlie natives do in the great many
many lo
lose their courage if
ing their families with food at less Ideal; winter besides planning for the conditions are such that some energy
Established April 13. I860
business has “ turned the corner” and full meal at a Thanksgiving dinner.
next summer campaign. Perhaps the and industry am called for. Boom
The imposter that was brought in cost.
is gradually tut surely emerging
ALL THF HOME NEWS
So we are healthier and happier, country folk hibernate. The cities, tmms an* the exception, and ordinary
to us the other day labeled mince pic
from
the
deflation
period
that
be
Published every Wednesday morning
gan about the middle of last year. lacked even the adornment of tin4 and ought to be richer, than we would however, are very much alive. And times may ;n the long run be better.
by the Times Publishing Co.
Two
outstanding
indications
arc leal thing. For our old-time fri■•ml have been but for this daughter of a who can name a more delightful city : bmo they do not lead to the smashes
CHAS. H. FOGG, President
cheaper money, with its concomitant had a thin top crust out of which New England clergyman. Her theories at all seasons than Portland. Maine? thu 1 follow inflation. This is a world
CHAS. G. LUNT, Managing Editor
easier credit, and the more or less there oozed -that's the proner word are universally accepted and it is a State Street, from Longfellow Square hi hard work, and th ;re must be
for it—oozed the rich, juicy intimation satisfaction to know that her efforts with its double arch of century-old many years when conditions, are not
widespread industrial revival.
Subscription itf U. S. $1.50 per year in
A building boom is sweeping the of the wealth of excellence of its were amply rewarded in a material elms, is worth going a long wav to whoily favorable, yet when effort and
advance; in Canada $2.00 in
country. There is decided better-1 '‘innards.” But the camouflage of the wav.
initiative will enable almost anyone
advance
meat in the textile trades and the modern mince pie is clad in a thick
to earn a fair living.
Single copies rive cents
THE STATE OF MAINE
"POLLYANNA STUFF”
shoe and leather industries report top crust that gives it the appearance
IN BUSINESS
Our surplus copper is of being dressed in a fur overcoat
(New York Tribune)
K E E P U P YOUR NERVE
Advertising rates based upon guaran progress.
gradually being marketed at prices and its inward parts have the uppearA prominent New York business
teed paid in advance circulation.
Neighbor Munsey and all the rest of
No matter what the unfavorable
that tend upward. There is increas- a nee of a famine in pie stuffs,
the home folks “ from Kittery Point man was quoted a lew days ago by business conditions that prevail in
Entered at the Post Office at Houlton od output of iron and steel, and the
No one who ever sat down at graml- to ’Quoddy Head,” who are exiled in tlie New York Times, as being opposed the larger centers of population, there
for ciculation at second-class
railroads are coming back into the mother's tabic on Thanksgiving day these parts are foregathered at the to what he called "Pollyanna stuff,” is no reason why we should react un
postal rates
market. Easiness failures are less was known to push back a helping of dinner of the Maine Society. The now being issued to promote busi duly to them in this community.
numerous. Unemployment generally mince pie, half devoured, with an State of Maim -the native's usually ness confidence. "To tell people that
AM Subscription are DISCONTIN
We are self sustaining in every
is decreasing, and savings are increas- excuse for not finishing tin4 dish. \c give tlie full title in their pride of business is good and that the future
UED at expiration
essential way.
one ever thought in that good old day emancipation from Mssachusetts, of is bright, when there is concrete
ing.
Our farming territory is capable of
The hanks of the country have of saying, “ You will excuse me. I which the District of Maine was a ! evidence on every hand that business
N EW YEAR’S RESOLUTIONS
been able, since the establishment know, but I simply cannot undertake part- is not much advertised in New could easily be a good deal better, is producing all of the food that we
While It is said that New Year’s of the Federal Reserve System, to this piece of pie.” No, indeed. Oil" York, but “ there are those who love *likely to increase pessimism by desire or can consume, and there ia
a ready market for the surplus, even
resolutions are made to be broken, aid in effecting a more orderly gen- |would as soon have expected a guest
it,” and the state's motto. “ Dirigo” accentuating the know condition of
it the price is not what could be de
yet it Is not a bad idea to make them erai readjustment of industry fol to decline the first helping of turkey
things," he says.
is justified.
sired.
and then break them, unless it is too lowing a period of inflation than and mashed potatoes and gravy, as
There is some truth in that point
The Maine stock is gritty and tena
expensive, for even if they are only uas possible so long as our banking to decline mince pie.
Even it a Chinese wall were sudden
cious, as it has need to lie to extract of view. It is impossible to make
kept a week it does no harm ami system remained extremely decen
ly thrown around this country, and
Before (lie indignation meeting
a living from the rocks and woods and business good simply by claiming it all communication with the outside
yet at this season of the year it is a tralized.
Such service, particularly adjourns the resolution of protest will
it- wli(4n it isn’t. Yet at the same
good idea to think of better thing ’ i:i the last year and a quarter, has lie read again, with the inquiry of an the salt sea. And its surplus energy
world were cut off, there would still
1
time,
there is always too much of a
be something for each of us to do.
and how we are able to make the been of incalculable benefit to the irate citizenship emphasized: What is remarkable, for it has sent, out its
; tendency in the business world for
coming year brighter and better for nation's business. But tin* avoid- lias become of the old-lashioned j sons and daughters to infiltrate the
True, we might be deprived of
j people to look at immediate eondi<
whole
Union
with
a
saline
“
Down
some of the luxuries of life, but we
those around us and by so doing make anco of a general collapse of credit, mince pie, and who robbed us of that
I tions, without considering the factors
( ouhi exist very comfortably for a
the old world brighter for ourselves : siu;h as was repeatedly experienced fine old heritage from our constitu j East” tincture. Maine has given, for
' example. 25 governors to her sister i that are likely to change those condi time—and it is only a question of
by doing more for others.
j before the organization of the Fed- tional mothers?
I states. Still, she has kept enough of tions in the immediate future.
time when this stagnation in business
At a recent meeting of the Rotary j erai Reserve System, has necessarily
In times of prosperity, business
brains and character at home to rewill pass away.
Club “ down state” an address was tended to prolong the period of
LEARNING TO COOK
; tain for herself an importance and an people tumble over each other to
delivered at the regular meeting which readjustment.
We can readily exchange the
i There's a traditional joke about the I influence in the national life quite dis- expand their enterprises, and they
contains so many good things that
surplus that is produced in this com
Meanwhile, thru the gradual liq- , gating married man who didn't find his
seem to think that the inflated condimunity for the necessities that we do
w e are glad to pass them on to our nidation and utilization ot aceumu- ; i)r;(b.'s cooking equal in quality to his ; proportionate to the number of her
1
tions
will continue indefinitely and
! (it izens.
;iot produce.
readers, and while we all cannot be lated stocks ot commodities, the ! niother's. As to fads the jokt
ln i
They disregard plain
T h e r e i s a certain indefinable angu '■veil increase.
Rotarlans we can adopt the principles way has been prepared in a number have much to stand on, for tie* b r i de s
ly evident storm signals that should
larity
of
speech
and
habit
that
you
of this excellent organization and of industries for an increased vol of half a century and more ago learned
I'm-Llead them to call a halt and thereby BANGOR & AROOSTOOK R. R
carry them out during the coming ume of production for current con all tliar they knew about cooking from will lind nowhere Imt ill Maim
T IM E
TABLE
is
un- g'ct into trouble.
;
year, for Rotary has no mortgage on sumption. The check to the dowu- .their motion's, and those mothers ii est Yankee, the Maine dialect
E f f e c t i v e D e c e m b e r 2, 1921
The same principle holds good at
mistakable.
Having
heard
it,
yon
T r a i n s Daily E x c e p t Sunday
the principles as laid down in their ward course of general pi ices in this turn got t h e i r knowledge from t h e i r
can d"tcct it over the telephone from the present when conditions are still
From H O U L T O N
constitution and every reader of this country and abroad has lessoned the mothers.
San Francisco and quite safely ask: a little under normal. Pessimistic 8.13
m. -For Bangor. Portland and
paper can adopt them in their en incentive to deter contemplated penrph(4 art was handed down from ;en"Do you come from Lewiston or people look at the amount of busi-,
Boston.
tirety.
chases, and this condition supple-, (>i-afjon to generaton; and
if Ilie
ness they are doing that moment.'
in.- For Fort Fairfield, Caribou,
Bangor?”
Some 16 years ago there was dug up ments the depletion ot hohhn er i young benedict did not get a wife who
Lime: tojo, and Van Buren.
Friends of the Eighteenth amend without considering the underlying
In the market place of Cnicago from stocks in creating an enlarged de
11.m
i
a.
in.
For Ashland. Fort Kent, St.
could
cook
as
well
as
his
mother,
it
among the ruins of commercial and
ment have a special affection for forces. If they would look beneath-!
FranHs, also Washburn, Pres was probably because4 her great grand Maine in that she has 'endured a the surface at this time they could
Industrial competition an inscription mand for current production.
quo I.?e. Van Buren via Squs
But much must be done to expedite mother did not cook as wadi as his
in characters and language which none
laid conditions that, must produce i
Pan and .Ma|T-ton.
drought
of
7n
years.
Since
Neal
Dow
of that strenuous day might translate better conditions. The maladjustment great grandmother.
12.57 o. in — For Presque Isle and <'aribou
business
progress
in
the
hear
future.
made
Maine
"dry"
much
water
and
or understand, until there came along between the prices of farm produces
Last Saturday there died in Boston much other liquid have flowed under such as low interest rates and the j 1.35 l>. m.— For Greenville, Bangor, Porta dreamer by the name of Harris who
I'tid and Boston,
and other commodities must be elimi a woman who. more than any other in
deciphered the tablet thus;
the bridge. For the study of prohibi scant supplies of merchandise on ! 5.54 i>. m. — For Bangor. Portland and
nated
before
we
can
consider
liquidamen
“Whatsoever ye would that
dividual was responsible for the revo
hand.
|
Boston Buffet Sleeping <’a>
should do to you, do ye even so to ; tion as completed, or before there can lution in the business of learning In tion and its circumvention the I’ im*
' 'aribou and Houlton to Bos
The
people
have
got
into
the
habit
j
Tree State is the great American
them.”
be a full measure of prosperity. The cook. Her name was Mrs. Mary John
ton.
Then these men of business and va
laboratory. And they do say that the
6.5"!
m .— For Ft. Fairfield, Van Buren
ried professions came to realize that tax burden must be more equitably ; son Lincoln, and if that has an un Canadian conduit still gurgles audio
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something was wrong in their busi distributed, and the high surtax lutes familiar sound to housewives who may
8.09
m .— From Van Buren. Caribou,
ly.
ness world; that it was not well for reduced. The railroad must re-estab be reading thi . it will freshen their
and Fort Fairfield.
Canada even now has the feeling .
them or their fellows that, in the mad lish railroad credit and operating
MISS MARY BURPEE
8.38 a. m.— From Boston, Portland. Ban
recollection to be told that she was that Maine's spearhead should be
rush and scramble for material wealth
SOPRANO
gor. Buffet Sleeping Bost.ni
the language and meaning of the efficiency. Every effort should lie the author of Mrs. Lincoln's cook her's. It looks so on the main On
Teacher of Singing
to ('aribou.
made
to
assure
the
success
of
the
Dis
Golden Rule should be lost or forgot
hook.
the other hand, Maine is aggrieved , Studio: Society Hail, Frisbie Block 12.49 p. m .— From Boston. Portland, B an
ten among men, so that none might armament Conference, and thereby
gor and Greenvilb-, Sleeping
.Mrs. Lincoln was the first apostle because Daniel Webster is settling j
Telephone 345-M
know and recognize the same.
reduce tax burdens and eliminate of domestic science as now taught m
<\ i v Boston to Houlton
An idea was born; and forthwith
the boundary dispute with Ashburton '
1.30 p. ni. — Limestone and ( ’aribou
colossal
economic
waste.
We
also
practically
all
the
public
schools
of
the old tablet was cleansed of the
over tin4 cups was tim loser in tlmj HOULTON FURNITURE CO.
3.00 p. »n.—From St. Frances. Ft. Kent,
dust of years and set up in the mar- must assist other countries to return the country and in many higher
also Van Buren. Washburn.
BUZZELL’S
convivial
bout. The story goes that J
ket place and became a law therein, j to prosperity as quickly as possible. institutions of learning. She was a
Presque Isle, via Squa Pan.
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business ceased to be harsh and un-1,
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finger on a table wet with what is;
Fort Fairlield
scrupulous
and
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a n d |investments and long-term ere its ( t clergyman, and was educated at
Phone 161-W— Day or Night
now called "hooch” and thus in- j
6.53 p. m.— From Boston. Portland and
straightaway there came to these men 1an adequate scale,
Wheaton Seminary.
She married
Bangor.
a new prosperity and a new spirit of j The complete resumption ot the David A. Lincoln in 1805; and in 1879 advertently gave away a good hit of j
Time tables giving complete information
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what
is
now
New
Brunswick.
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service and fellowship, and thus country's business aetivitv on a nor started the Boston Cooking School,
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mal
scale
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which was the pioneer institution of
And because the Rotarian spirit was
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General Passenger Agent, Bangor. Malta
a benignant one. making the lives of degree upon the progress of indus the kind in the Country.
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her rotaries richer and strong and trial and financial recuperation ic.
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azine articles, and the publication of Maine, by his mortgage dm>d date? i
kindly brotherhood, a brotherhood
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that, from a humble beginning of four
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of what we now know as domestic District of tlm Aroostook Registry or |
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sional men of America. Canada, the but an aroused and indignant public of from their mothers was tie4 idea ing under tin4 laws of tin* l n;fed
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derful growth in Rotary, my triends? day when mince pie was a top-liner
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There is nothing new under the sun, of Maine, by bis mortgage dee .
and Rotary is not new. It may come dated December 4th. 191S. and record
into our lives with all the freshness ed in Vol. 209. Page 4.85, of th
of a new revelation, but its principles Southern District of the Anmslon
are as old as the everlasting hills. Registry of Deeds, cottveyed to Bobo t
When man was, Rotary was. The Ro O. Denton, then of Caribou. Count ,
r i n g
tarian spirit is co-existent with human and State aforesaid, tow of South
life. Its laws were not made. Th y Manchester, in the County of Har 
are, and always have been. Plato ford and State of Connecticut, the
knew them. The Psalmist David sang following described piece or imre-'l <d
of them in the days of old. The Car real estate, to wit; Lot numbered;
penter of Nazareth. 20 centuries ago. three (ID. section seven (7) in :-an'
on the hills of Judea, and the sunny Washburn, and Lot numheveu tItir> <■> n
slopes of Gallile. imparted them to (12) section thirteen i 1? » r s : b
his disciples. If the practice of Rota Washburn, the two Lots <■ *:* ai"inrian ideals today has given us a ninety live and seventy live hundredthgreater reverence of life, a finer iueal (95.75) acres, more or less, b<*it4 the
of service, a quicker enthusiasm foi same premises deeded to the sail
social progress, a broader conception Edward O. Johnson by .James v
The purest water in the State of Maine. Delivered
of human brotherhood—then we are Sawyer, December 4th. 191s. Sail
indebted for those ideals to all ages premises are known as the Loryett E.
-------- at short notice ’ y calling 1 4 1 -W ----------and all religions; for Rotary is, in Rediker place.
Thit the condition in said mortgage
truth, the heir of all the ages.
For the ripening of the harvest of is broken by reason whereof tho saul
tho aeons, my friends, there must be Robert O. Denton claims a foreclosure
rich soil and genial seasons. What of said mortgage.
Dated at Caribou, Maine, December
was the soil upon which Rotary fell,
anil the season in which it came? 13th, 1921.
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Houlton, Maine
Robert O. Denton.
For in the answer to these questions
By his Attorney,
■we may find an explanation for Ro
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tary’s wonderful growth.
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ue,” continued Commissioner Law
aunday School at 12 o'clock with
URGE N. E. RETAIN ITS
rence.
classes for men and women.
CONTROL OF ROADS Young People’s Meeting at 6 p. .m
“ Corporations organized u n d e r
UNITED AMERICANS
Tuesday evenings at
Recent speculation in German Maine laws are not required to file
Plans for the retention of control Prayermeeting
At the annual meeting of the
7.30
marks affords striking proof of our financial statements or other informa by New England of her railroads in The Ladies’ Guild meets Monday even*
United Americans held in Portland
national readiness to put our money tion of material value, and so long as the event that the roads of the country
ings weekly.
last week, the following report was
on a long shot without any very care they nay their relatively trifling fran are consolidated under the transpor The Ladies’ Circle meets Wednesday
made by Almon S. Bisbee, executive
afternoons weekly.
ful examination of the rhanc/ s of chise ‘.axes and confine their act;.'ties tation act of 1520, were discussed at
secretary of the Association:
The Ladies’ Missionary Society meet*
winn.ng. ...ometlGr.g like one hundred !o other states no Maine official ':ai
conic; once In. 1,1 at the State House
the second Wednesday of each
“ A survey of the State of Maine has
million American dollars are vanish any control over them.
month.
before the joint commission of New
been made by the United Americans
ing in the thin air of the German
“ The corporate franchise is so valu England on foreign and loniestic
in co-operation with the State Depart
First Baptist
currency balloon, already inflated able a privilege and its abuse fraught commerce.
ment of Education, in which the num
Court Street
nearly to the bursting point. Com with such power for harm to the pub
The conference was presided over
ber of illiterates in the State as well
Rev. Henry C. Speed, Pastor
petent authorities have estimated that lic, that its issuance should he safe by Abbott P. Smith of New Bedford,
10.30 morning worship with sermon
as the number of organizations doing
twenty billion paper marks, ont of a guarded much more carefully. One of chairman of the Massachusetts com 12.00 Bible School with classes for
Americanization work will be indexed. GOV. BAXTER SAVES
total circulation of upwards of ninety the most serious problems confronting mission, and was attended by com
men and women.
This survey is nearly completed.
STATE A QUARTER
billions, are in the hands of American ‘Blue Sky’ officials is the transactions missioners from other New England 6.00 Senior C. E. Service
Song Service followed by ser
The Organization of the
the United
United:j
OF A MILLION DOLLARS speculators: and the amazing fact is through the mails and advertising in states as well as by heads of chambers 7.00
mon.
Americans was formed December 3rd.
that most of this practically worth out-of-the-state newspapers, cannot he of commerce and industrial associa Church prayer meeting Tuesday even
1>20 and was incorporated May 21st, in 1919 the Soldiers’ Bonus Bill
ing at 7.30.
less paper was bought at a time when stopped. States which encourage ‘fly- tions.
1221. Although the Organization’s was passed appropriating $3,000,000 sound bonds secured by mortgages on by-night’ concerns with ‘liberal’ in
Choir rehearsal Friday evening at 7.30
“If we lose local control of our New All seats free.
purpose at the beginning was to pro- to pay 30,000 soldiers and sailors the thriving American industries could be corporation laws, refusing to permit
England
roads," said Mr. Southvviclc,
tect America against Anti-Govern- 8um of $100. each. This money was bought to yield seven or eight per the sale to their own citizens of stock
Methodist Episcopal
"we
will
lose
control of our differentment propaganda, it was recognized j all used up because more than 30,000 cent, and seasoned stocks of the which they authorize for the purpose
Corner
School
and Military Streets
that such propaganda has its origin Maine men went into the World War same concerns were returning nine of sale elsewhere, are obstructing with ) ial rates."
Rev. A. E. Luce, Pastor
in groups of newcomers to this —as a matter of fact about 32,000 or ten per cent on the investment.
one hand what they seek to advance J The total deficit of New England 10.30 a. m. Public Worship with ser
mon
country, who have not been treated men went into the service—and about A visit to any broker’s office would
|roads for the year ending Aug. 1, 1921.
with the other.
12.00 m. Sunday School with Organ
properly by our native-born popula- $200,000 is now needed to pay out- have resulted in access to the fullest
Mr.
Southwick
said,
was
$27,386,975.
“ It would be difficult to point to any
ized and Graded Classes for all
tion.
standing soldier and sailor claims. statistical data bearing upon the
2.30 p. m. Junior League Meeting and
statute of such far-reaching import
Therefore, it was decided to carry The legislature of 1921 authorized the soundness of these home securities, ance as the so-called ‘Blue Sky’ law
Preparatory Members Class.
CHURCH SERVICE
6.15 p. m. Young Peoples’ meeting
ou an educational program among our issuing of $300,000 of these bonds to though they would not, to be sure, which is as little understood and as
Free Baptist
under the auspices of the Epworth
foreign born and illiterate people, meet this deficiency. At the present hold out hopes of the nine hundred much misrepresentel. Yet its fundar
,
League.
The 1220 census of Maine indicates , rate of interest on bonds issued by per cent profits that were so glibly
7.00 p. m. Praise and Preaching service
mental character and practical work- j Morning service at 10.30 a. m.
that there are 20,040 illiterates in the the State, which would be about 4%% predicted by the dazzled victims of ings are comparatively simple."
with vested chorus choir
i Sunday School at 12.00 m.
State of Maine, 5,000 of whom are of it would cost $9,000 a year to pay the markomania.
j Young People’s meeting 6.00 p. m. General prayer meeting at 7.30 every
Tuesday evening.
native parentage. Dr, Augustus O. interest on these $200,000 bonds that
j Evening service at 7.00 p. m.
And yet the reasoning of the U. S. HAS SOME
Special
music
by
choir
Thomas, State Superintendent
of i would be needed to raise the money,
FIR ST CHURCH OF H OULTO N
plungers in marks was sound enough.
WOOD FOR SALE! Choir practice Monday nights
Schools Of the State of Maine, is and in addition to this $20,000 of the
Unitarian
Its only vice was that it was based
Tuesday night church prayer and
Educational Director for the Organi-! principal would have to be paid each
Two billion feet of Alaskan pulp | praise Service.
Military Street at Kelleran
on false premises. Firm believers in
sation and he Is planning during the year so as to pay off the new issue in
Preaching Service regularly every
German industry, frugality and re wood, the largest amount of national !
Sunday at 10.45 a. m.
year 1222 to have at least 4,000 of <ten years’ time.
forest
timber
ever
offered
for
sale,
is
j
Church
of
the
Good
Shepherd
cuperative power, these speculators
Sunday
School every Sunday at 12.00
tim e Illiterates enrolled In Edljltoh. By prudent management the Pre-, vj8'ioned the 'economic'"comVback of described in a prospectus recently | Rev. H. Scott Smith, Rector
Dwight F. Mowery, Minister
classes. Only 1500 were enrolled in 8©nt State Administration has saved , the German people and endeavored issued by the forest service, United j Sunday Services
114 Court Street
Tel. 18S-W
t; enough money out of the various (0 tnn) it t0 theil. own accmmt 1)y States department of agriculture. The Holy Communion at 8 a. m.
Sckool in the State la
to sst:
Also on the first Sunday in the
: appropriations to finance
linance the $200,000 llnpre(.edented purchases of the na. timber is within the Tongass national
at
__ month
.
„ 10.30
You Needn't keep on feeling disSince the United Americans have : and to pay the additional bonuses., tional paper curreney
unfortunate- forest, on the west side of Admiralty Morning Prayer and Sermon at 10.30 tressed after eating, nor belching, nor
been organised, three Patriotic Con-and the Governor believes that it Is ; ,y (or them- they con(used the (uUlrc island, and covers about 90,000 acres Sunday School at noon.
experiencing nausea between meals.
. Hood’s Sarsaparilla cures dyspepsia—
c e rt, were given In Portland City H a ll'a goo# business policy to use this , of the mark wRh the fllture of Uei, with a frontage of 48 miles on navigFfrat Congregational Church
! it strenthens the stomach and other
mud one In the State House, Augusta; I money to pay the bonus instead of ; many
por a year or tWlG they ran j able water, and 24 miles by boat from
Rev. A. M. Thompson, Pastor
digestive organs for the proper per
eleven Patriotic and Americanization ; issuing bonds and thus placing the ! a race with the German printing \Juneau and900 miles from
Seattle. |Morning Worship at10.30
formance of their functions. Take
addresses have been given before
burden upon future generations. He presses> Wjth thedisastrous results; Four-filths
ofthe timber
is western 1Evening prayer and sermon at 7 Hood’s.
o ’clock
Rotary Clubs in Portland, Lewiston, believes irt the policy of “ Pay as you i
have lately been witnessed. In I hemlock and one-fifth Sitka sprue
JLubUfn, Biddeford, Saco, Bath, Ban- go” and by doing this will save the e^ect tjjey endeavored to corner a i both of which make excellent grades
fo r and Waterville; five addresses State just about a quarter of a commodity that could he produced in j °f paper, as has been demonstrated by NATURE PROVIDES
-before Chambers of Commerce of the million dollars, made up of the $200,- quantities to exceed any possible d e - j fhe mills of Oregon and British Colum-1
____ |%|/»pu|vu7Ar|«c
State; six High Schools;
seven : 000 bond issue and $49,500 additional. mand. Germans, in the meantime,! bia.
IilE INGREDIENTS
Granges; ten Teachers’ Conventions; which is the amount of interest that were getting rid of marks as fast as
The sale period will be 30 years. A r g o - P h o s p h a t e , t h e N e w Herbal R e m e d y
twelve Women’s Clubs; six Churches; would be paid on these bonds for the they knew how, putting them into and a large plant will be required to
N o w E n d o r s e d by L o c a l P eople
and two meetings of the American ten years of their life.
dollar exchange, real estate, machin-1 utilize all the timber within that time.
if the digestive organs are not properly A man is as old as his organs; h e
Legion.
ery, motor cars and what not, well j The sales contract requires that a , signed to them, then nutrition, which is can be as vigorous and healthy a t
Americanization Conferences have T R IE D T O ENLIST
aware that no printing press can ; pulp-manufacturing plant of not less
winthbe K in T 'n n d 70 as at 35 if he aids his organs in
ftcaa held with eleven patriotic
A F T E R W A R W A S O VER devalorize a house and lot or rob I than 100 tons daily capacity shall be |there can be no permanent relief When perform ing their functions. K eep
•organisations and industrial firms.
machinery of its productive powers. ! established in Alaska by the purchaser digests^ e^ fo'od/ the° blood abl'o^T and y o u r vital organs healthy w ith
An Arctic adventurer. B. D. Seaman,
Americanization
Committees
have
There are still incurable optim ists within
of parts
r t i forf htthe
h
° ^the different
. . . . three years. This .section
, ,
body, causing
various
been appointed representing
the sa>led int0 Nome. Alaska, from the who have the credulity to hope and Alaska has many unappropriated pow- organs to properly perform tht-ir fun Associated Industries of the State, frozen north this month and, not half expect that the German m a r k e r sites of suitable capacity for largo
has p r o v id e d a remedy j,, ,;10
Americanisation
Committees
have knowing that the war was over, tried will come back to par or at least, with pulp and paper plants.
ingredients of Argo-Phosphate. ‘the new
mi
. .. .
.
, .
herbal stomach remedv, which is now
been appointed by the Chambers of j to enlist in the American army so he in hailing distance of it; but it is to
The need ot developing our pulp in- ; being introduced here, it is purely
ye&etable and its vitalizing, corrective
Commerce of Portland, Lewiston, could fight in France.
be doubted if they have realized that dustrv is emphasized bv forestrv‘ ex- ■and
reconstructive qualities are so pro- T h » world’s standard remedy for kidney,
Auburn, Bangor and Bath. Similar
Seaman said he had been three in order to redeem ninety billion perts who point out that although , nounced that beneficial results an
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles
committees have been appointed by j years in getting to Nome from the paper marks at par the German Gov prior to 1909 all the paper consumed , "rile?**} i^onl^neJesia'ry^o listen VoPw since 1696; corrects disorders; stimulates
a large number of Women’s Clubs, i Coronation Gulf county, which lies ernment would have to raise the tidy in this country was manufactured staterents made daily by local people win, vital organs. A ll druggists, thrse sices.
.
• -.ooa .
i
<•
j have given Argo-Phosphate a fair tri . ; Look for tho naaao Gold Modal o s ovorr kos
here, in 1920 two-thirds of the news j and have been benefited therebv
Including the Woman’s Literary Union, far east on Canada’s Arctic coast 0f $21,438,000,000 in hard cash
aad accost so Imkatlos
Council of Jewish Women, League of and during his journey had received
Repudiation of the mark, bv what- print use(l in the United States v. as «= * —*’ •
■ .............. — ------------------------ __
’’Women Voters, and the Colonial |no news from the outside world. He ever emollient name the adjusting nL',tk' t,om Mmber Sro" " » " foreign ; COLLECTOR’S ADVERTISEMENT OF SALE OF LANDS OF
Dames. A committee has also been left the gulf, he declared, in October, process may be called, is bound to soil
Reduced to dollars a.ni ,e „ts
RESIDENT AND NON-RESIDENT OWNERS
the
Motion 1918, when he first heard the United occur; but Germans will at least this represents an annual payment of
formed representing
STATE OF MAINE
Picture Houses ot the State and j States had entered the war. Seaman have the consoling thought that they $191,000,000 for pulp wood, wood pulp
.
, . . ...
,
,
. „
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the Town of Ludlow, in the Countv
through the work of that committee |was formerly a member of the then have nationally profited to the tune and paper which this country has been ( ()f Aroostook, for the year 1921.
y
moving picture houses will handle j Royal Northwest Mounted Police.
The following list of taxes on real estate of resident and non-resident
of one hundred million dollars by our obliged to import due to lack of raw
Americanization films when they are j Soon after Seaman started for American fondness for taking chances. material available to existing pulp mv'ners in the Town of Ludlow aforesaid, for the year 1921. committed to me
'Circuited. The Portland Recreation j Nome the small schooner on which This sum is just about the amount mills. A partial solution of this prob- f°r collection for said Town on the 9th day of June, 1921 remain unpaid; and
foresters sav lies in establishing notlce
her®jjy &lven that it said taxes with interest and charges are not
Commission included Americanization . ih© was journeying was wrecked on that government officials used to lem
lem. foi esters say, lies
e. tarnishing ■previously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the
films in their moving picture enter- j the ice, he said, and he and his estimate was annually lost in getniills in Alaska, where there is 1 amount due therefor, including interest and charges, will be sold without
spruce and further notice at public auction at Rideout schoolhouse in said Town, on the
Utinments in the parks of Portland j companions were forced to walk 47 rjch-quick schemes: but it nviv
maynmvp
prove now a large supply of
and
where
wood
i Name
-f i -r s t
Monda*
v in February, 1922, at nine o’clock A. M.
lost summer.
jdays before they came to a:i Esklhave been well spent if it results hemlock, «■■>*
" v/v'v* can be 1
of Owner
Range
Seat
Acres
Val.
Tax
Por the first time in the history of [ mo village. On their way they lived jn teaching us the folly of sitting in *’ rov' n
a rate sufficient to furnish London, Alfred
7
4
78
7
the State, an Americanization school on roots.
games of chance that we do not i indefinitely one-third of the present
5
78
1375
100.9*
Marcus, Levitt
American news print requirements.
2
6
4
was held at Castine last summer dur
Seaman gave an interesting de- understand,
1
6
80
1420
103.68
ing the week o f the State Superinten scription of the life of the Eskimos
; Stewart, Sanborn
1
10
80
605
36.72
dents’ Conference from July 11th to of Coronation Gulf. The natives, he GENERAL APPROVAL
! Snell, Rosco
7
1
78
835
52.65
o
! Paul, William
6
July 12th. This summer course was said, still use the bow and arrow
112
1250
77.22
Dixon, Daniel
4
i
OF BLUE SKY LAW
SO
715
48.87
arranged for Evening School teachers but are gradually getting accustomDixon, (iorden
3
6
40
550
34.56
and workers with immigrants who ed to the use of firearms, which were
Hon. Fred F. Lawrence of Skowhe0
Burton. Robert
6
2
o
reattied that they needed training for introduced recently. The natives live gan, state hank commissioner, in his
6
40
476
31.91
Hovey, Ivory
13
their work. There were fifty students Jon caribou and seal,
1
annual report, just filed with the gov9
385
32.94
Hutchinson,
John
.»
12
SO
in attendance at the two sessions held
A rifle in the Coronation county ernor and council, declares that the
3
11
40
693
50.92
every day during the week. The|sells for j 160
cartridges for 30 so called “ Blue Sky" law
its
Horten, Seymour
4
8
40
Instructor of the school was Mr. Philip |centE each, sugar is $1 a pound, but- present form, designed to protect the
4
7
60
726
54.32
Frazier, George
4
Davis, a lecturer on Americanization ter
80 a poun(i and miik i a investor by a rigid investigation ap
8
315
27y2
23.22
Hammond,
George
7
10
78
and Immigration of Boston University can, Seaman said. The cost of cloth- parently meets with general approval,
6
10
720
4%
3S.8S
This school was held under the ing, however, is lower, a “ parka”
"At the same time, however, that
Noyce, Mrs .Angie
1
11
80
1169
71.23
auspices of the United Americans and j cape being sold for $4, muckluks or the state seeks thus to protect its
Ludlow, Dec. 20, 1921.
LYMAN WEBB, Collector
the 8tate Department of Education. Jnative shoes for 50 cents a pair own citizens, its extremely liberal
351
Certificates were presented to those j an(j ^ne fUr mittens for three boxes corporation laws permit the oranizawho attended each of the regular J0f ©ne-cent matches,
tion of promotions by tin* wholesale'
ISj ? a8
sessions. These certificates were sent
Mounted police in the Coronation to prey upon investors in other states.”
hy the State Department of Educa county get mail sometimes three said Commissioner Lawrence.
tion at Augusta.
"We are engaged in unseemly com
years old. Once, before he left, a
><• v-1
*.
petition
to attract promoters through
In order to carry out one of the constable got quick service on a
tin*
widely
advertised
liberality
of
oar
phases of the General Americaniza-1letter, it being delivered fi'om Kng
corporation laws, tin* only apparent
/iT *
tion program for the State, an Ameri- jan(j in 1:; months,
‘Listen, son:
justification being tin* resulting iwenIn Packages of 10 Cigars each
canization Supervisor, Miss Leah J.
Seaman said he probably would go
Some folks call this
Abraham son, was appointed to organ-;
back to Coronation Gulf, “ wlnnc a
\
ize and conduct English classes for j big pot of trouble like a world war
w h ittlin ’ t o b a c c o
immigrant women who were unable
cid -fa sh io n e d , but
doesn’t reach us until it is all over."
to attend Evening School The Amer
they d o n ’ t k n o w
An Old Family
BALLARD’S GOLDEN OIL
icanization Supervisor has
head
where the honey is !’ ’
D o c t o r ’s
Favo rite
quarters in the State House, Augusta, |
Has long been a standard household
P rescription
Maine and at the office of the United
remedy for coughs, colds, croup,
Americans, 21 Casco Bank Building.
grippe, colic, cramps, sprains, strains,
Two classes have already been ;
rheumatic and neuralgic, pains, etc.
organized, one for Italian mothers at j
Sale constantly growing. All drug
130 Federal Street and another of j
and general stores in liberal bottles.
Armenian women at the Portland
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Fraternity House, of which Miss Elsie j
C. Nntt Is the resident worker. A
survey of the public schools of Port
land Is being prepared by an Ameriin many a sharp struggle
Council representing nine
against serious developments.
Women’s Clubs, in order to ascertain
the names of those mothers who
would like to learn English, but can
A
not leave their homes because of
younger children who do not go to
J P A nodyne
school and cannot be left by their
mothers.
Seventy-five of the largest libraries
In the 8tate with the endorsement of
Doctor’s Prescription
3-ounce
the State Librarian, Henry E. DunInternal and External
Great Opportunity for Investment or Business
plug
nack, are to cooperate with the United
100 years o f Success
3-four tenement houses, 1-single tenant house, 1-large
Americans
In arranging
special
Many a volunteer nurse in re
shelves for Americanization books.
stable and 1 barn, all located on same land, yielding gross rents
mote sections has given heart
The Portland High School Art De
felt praise to this grand old
of $1800. per annum. Must be sold in settlement of partnership.
c t A O
f Q
partment has conducted as Americani
anodyne. Its timely use insures
All tenements occupied. Owner could live in one tenement and
speedy
relief
and
saiety
against
sation Poster Contest, the winners of
supervise remainder. Easily re-arranged into apartment houses.
complications.
G en era tion
which were presented two books by
after generation of happy users
Location within 200 feet of main and business street. For cash
the Executive Secretary.
— more flavor
have proved it to be the great
Ob Constitution Day last September
great bargain.
est o f all family remedies for
—
more tobacco
patriotic mootings were held by State
Coughs, Colds, Sore Throat,
Call or Inquire: Industrial Company, 11 Main Street,
Orshgoo* each of which had been
— less bulk
Grippe, Cramps, Colic, Chills,
sent a letter through tha organisation,
Gardiner, Maine.
8-50
Strains, Cuts, Burns, Etc.
All dealers. 25 and 50 cents.
rsquesting thorn to hold such meet-

WORK OF

The following leaflets have been
distributed:
Illiteracy, 15,000.
Americans’ Creed, 20,000.
Is America Worth Saving?, 10,000.
Catechism of the Constitution, 400.
Patriotic Programs, 5,000.
Americanization in Maine, 5,000.
Americans' Creed Poster form. 2,500.
Also seven thousand pamphlets that
have been contributed by patriotic
organizations and government bur
eaus.
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Farm college never had a better teacher.
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j But his merq|tpa^ing wa& fth£ \least
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8«4ie, wile of Fred B. French
((PS . . A
,
larksqOn? Rppding
In connection with the above it i s ! pgrt of,it.. It,, is ;the qxample of the RemarksqOn?
RpjRding One of E(
Edgar For Sale— One pair of working horses Watch for
or will exchange for stocks. Apply
to start «™n
Dutch Auction
pasted away Sunday afternoon after understood that on shipments of j manly life that lie led, better than all_
A.
A Guest's Charming Poems
to Chris Willette, telephone 331-24.
SOOn’
an Mlqets of about two weeks from potatoes for southern points the pro teaching or preaching, that will re*i i--------152p No boys or Apprentices at Osgood’s,
pneumonia and complications. Her portionate rates will be reduced from main with the generation Of students ■There is much in life that I do not know
but five- experienced Watchmakers.
friends were deeply shocked as her Brunswick, Me., for all rail movement that w ere trained by him.
> And much that I may not understand. Furniture and Sewing Machines re
paired, saws filed and gummed,
. u,
, .. .
, „ , ! But my heart grows warm at a boy’s hello
condition was considered much im and from Boston, Mass., via southern
To us in Canada it is a w on derfu l : And r-rn g]ad to walk wllh him lvuid typewriters and phonographs cleaned. Typewriter Ribbons tor ail Machines
as well as Carbon Paper made by
proved.
steamer lines to southern ports, thought that Jack McCrae’s verses }
jn hand,
Work called for and delivered. L. F.
Webster— There’s none better. Call
Mrs. French was the daughter of thence rail to Interior destinations, and Jack McCrae’s memory should I
Whittier, Whittier Block, Military & or
send to TIMES Office.
Kendall St., Phone 353-M.
251
William and Annie Ferguson and was making approximately a reduction of have now become a part of the com- College? I missed it in bygone days,
. . .
.. ..
-I
, i I haven't the right to a high degree,
born in Houlton in 1862, and ha^ about 7% in the through basis.
mon heritage ot the English people. |But , leame0 a lut .llonE
Live agents wanted to handle city Buy Alarm Clocks of Osgood. Best
makes and lowest prices.
always lived here where she was
trade for the genuine Watkins Pro
The various committees handling These are links of empire indeed.
ways
ducts. A real opportunity. )Vrite to Gentlemen looking for a nice room.
universally admired for her many flnet ^j^js matter are undecided when the
That is very useful today to me.
day for free sample and pariculars.
handy to town can be accomodated.
Qualities. Her friends here and else-: re(j Uction will go into eect, several SAVE IS WORD FOUND
J. R. Watkins Co., Dept. 71, New York, Lights and bath. Apply to C. G
I know tin- boy ami I know liis games,
where were many, who will sincerely date8 being suggested, such as JanuN.
Y.
449p
the things that he likes to do,
Lunt, TIMES office.
IN HIS FORGETFULNESS j IllsI know
regret her death.
ary jsj( January 10th and January
favorite food and his favorite names
In 1881 she was married to Fredk. 16th
Coupons for typew riter ribbons may
Those who regard the weaknesses I And his favorite brand of mischief, too.
cede 24 or 48 hours such signs as the
be exchanged at the TIMES office
B. French and to this union two
More definite advices will be fur of great men as something to be j
sea swell and the moving of the upper for any machine.
children were born, Harry E. who nished as soon as authentic informa- imitated may be impressed by the I 1 cannot tell him of ancient Greeks,
.
. ,,
..
, .
; Ur of Caesar’s victories, date by date,
died about 5 years ago, and Mrs. Oren tjon can
obtained in this respect. story told recently on himself by But the sort of knowledge which now h( clouds in unusual directions, and may Let one of OSGOOD'S Five Expert
be the only early indication of dan
enced Watchmakers repair yonv
Goodridge of Houlton.
____________
Chauncey M. Depew. He put $100 in
seeksgerous
tropical storms of small diame watch- It will pay you.
I can rattle off at a steady rate.
a savings bank for a rainy day and
ter forming over the Gulf stream, or Call at Osgood’s and see the National
™
AU TH 0R 0 F
failed to think about the account for
one sister. Mrs. Geneva Kidder of
HIN FLANDERS FIELDS” 60 years. By chance recently ho I canhear,tell him tlie ways of the l'ov and as offshoots or larger hurricanes. The Income Tax book which is easily
fire-colored sunset is quite different kept and your Income tax return made
Annapolis,-Md.
(By Stephen Leacock in the London learned that the deposit was still in
I cun show him the places where
out FREE.
from
the ordinary. It is an aw ein
...Jftmepal services were held Tuesday
Times)
pickerel swim,
the bank and had grown to $800, says
In all that he likes I can have a share.
spiring spectacle, and is apparent to Girls Wanted for Clothes Pin Factory
afternoon froirt her late home o n .
,
.. . .
■
Col . John McCrae, when he died in the Daily Financial American.
And I know enough to be pal with him. the most untrained in weather signs.,
at, Davidsou.
Good wages
and steady
_
------------------Pleasant Street, conducted by R
e
v
.
n .
. T
All of us, however, wiii not like Mr.
1
. . . , . .
_ , the hospital at Boulogne in January ot
Dwight P. Mowery, burial being made |
*
’
! 1918, left us his legacy to the world an Depew live to be more than 80 years | I wish I could say with the poet An approaching hurricane may affec t ; "Jm ber Company! H ™ L °' or “ wrUe
the atmosphere, and the light rays ! to above Company at Davidson.
tf
*» P r*«r»»< » < * * « « ? ■
|immortal poem. • It is no exaggeration old. The man who forgets his bank i that I could play the game with a
passing through it, for more than
account
now
probably
will
not
live
to
j
boy.
Not
having
such
a
useful
article
Bank Book No. 13804 issued by the
t0 say ^ a t
verses " In Glanders
1.000 miles.
Houlton Savings Bank is reported
POTATOES
Fields” are indissolubly linked with be reminded of it 60 years hence. In j as a boy , in our household, 1 would
lost, and this notice is given, as
The semi-monthly crop report issued ; the story of the great war. The that event he will have suffered a loss j be at a loss to know how to go about
required by law, that a duplicate book
last week gives the following condi- vision of the poppies that blow of income to all practical purposes, to play with him. I started in so FELT LIKE AN IRON
may be issued. L. O. Ludwig. Treas
tjong.
among the crosses symbolizes at once Even his heirs may lose property thus i young that I never had a chance to
Dec. 12, 1921.
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BAND AROUND HEAD
Colorado (Nov. 15-30): Harvesting a11 the sorrow and the Prlde of the overlooked, particularly if he removes j play as the boys do today. I don’t j
Money and time saved by using the
to a distance from the bank and the j know baseball, football, golf, tennis or |
National Income Tax Record Cash
completed. Some Injury from frost sacrifice that they immortalize.
This
Is
How
Lynchburg,
Va.,
Woman
But to those of us who were bank officials fail to learn of his death . any of those pet games of today,
Book, and then have your tax return
early in September. Crop reported
Declares Her Headaches Often
and the location of his heirs.
At 11 years 1 was assistant house- j
made out free of charge. Call and
very poor In much of the non-irrigated privileged to be his friends, Jack
see one in operation. Osgood the
Affected
Her
McCrae
left
in
addition
to
this
an
Most
or
us.
however,
will
not
forget
!
keeper,
my
mother
dying
before
I
,
!
acreage. Prices ‘are low ranging
Jeweler, Market Square.
abiding
memory
that
will
never
be
any
money
we
have
in
the
bank.;
was
f>
.
At
15
I
was
teaching
school
j
around 90 cents to $1 per cwt.
obliterated and that the lapse of These deposits are not too numerous j and I have been trying to make a liv- j
Everybody will read with interest Handwritten Calling Cards. Beautiful
Florida: Preparation of ground for
time can but intensify. We did not |for the average recollection
Deposi- ing ever since
The H. C. ot L. is j the statement of Miss M. E. Wood- , Penmanship. Put in beautiful boliearly Irish potatoes nearly completed.
need his written verse and the story I tors are more apt to overlook t h e i r ! keeping me steady on the job up to ford. 1808 Filmore St.. Lynchburg Va
C°Ptaioer
Case’ E®PeciaJ1y for
Indiana: But few counties had a
of his devotion to tell 11s the kind of j drafts and then to overdraw the ; date. Honestly,
nevei
had
haL
^
j who says:
|
50c
per
package,
one dozen. No
surplus this year and a movement is
man he was. We had known it long, j account.
chance to be a boy. I know that I
- j don’t believe anybody ever suffer- stamps. Order at once.
G. W.
on to grow sufficient in the future to
The same ideal of patriotism and de
There isgood reason to believethat ; have missed a lot out of life. I nev- j ed from headaches like I did. The I Greene’ Richmond, Me._________
35<>
supply tho local demand.
votion to duty that inspired him in the in Mr. Depew’s handshis $100 deposit er NVent camping out don t believe , pains felt like an iron band was being I Young Women Wanted__ Wm Knn I*
North Carolina: Yield average and
war had been the mold in which bis nijght have become even more than , b*'il 1 ever spent a night out in the draw n around my head and my, ton & Sons, Mfrs., wants girls'To
quality good. Interest in storage stim
temples would throb until ♦ was learn to sew and trim ladies’ and
life was cast.
j $800 in 60 years. He displayed mark- open or under canvas in my life.
ulated.
I envy the Boy Scout. He is getting driven almost distracted. 1 shudder ^bildren s hats at their plant in West
I can first remember Jack M cC iaeie(j .^ji^y as an investor and acquired
North* Dakota: Crop above average when he was an undergraduate at the |a )ortune. Had
art Mr. Depeu- Dee,, re- what I missed- a cham-e to live next ».h,.n , think of those awful, hea.1-j
In yield and quality. Very favorable University of Toronto. Even then he mjmie(i 40
50 years ago of this for- *° nature and to commune with hei. relies. I had no appetite either.
living conditions. For further inforcrop in northeast. Bulk of crop j was a soldier of sorts: he belonged to g0^ en hundred possibly he w ould have ^ s a &reat thing for a boy to get out
- j owe Tnlac an everlasting debt of nation communicate at once with Max
marketed.
*
an honorable but neglected body called rest(),, uneasny until he could have in the
and learn things from gratilll(l(! tor entirely ridding me o f , ’ Gulden, Room 4i, 102 Exchange St.,
company K, the university company( turned
it over with profit as he did f the life which is to be tound only in, those- terrible headaches. My stomach ‘ vatic^T ' * 6
TransPortaUon
Local buyers are paying $2.00 per ! ^ e Queen’s own rifles of the militia of with many other hundreds, thousand *be great out of doors.
has been toned up too. and every- ------------------—---------- ---------— ________ _
barrel for Cobblers and $2.25f o r , Canada.
The times were unpro- and millions.
Why don’t I cut it and get back thing I eat agrees with me now Notice— We have on hand about 1,000
Mountains and they expect to have j pjtious.The atmosphere was one
This turnover opportunity knocks to Nature? You know about the tel- Tanlae certainly brought me health
Pacbages consisting of
12 tins of Keyless 14 Oil Sardines,
quite a number of offerings.
jn which militia was often compelled at the door of every man. Too often it bnv who played in the hand he just an(j happiness.”
to form its imaginary fourswith only {jiujs
soun(i asieep. Mr. Depew., <'°ukln t get away or die because the
Tanlae is sold in Houlton at Munro’s plus Parcel Post mailing charges,^zorm
The Produce News says:
rpv.Qovnintmna
u,t>to iunvever was not asleep. He was very band couldn t get along without him. West End Drug Store; Bridgewater, 1 and 2, 9c, 3d zone, 14c, 4th zone, 23c.
The market has been dull and
in
Th,e
evolution, were
Zcf\e’
6t^1 ao n e ’ ^ c>
zone.
satisfactory all week, with prices on atl t0° ° « en lh<; butt of the feeble busv during that 60 rears in respond- That is the way we fellows get to feel Bridgewater Drug Co.: Oakfield, L. A.
e lower plane in the wholeeale mar- w t ot the undergraduate. Indeed „= ,0 the knocks, and in helping op- '
it. When one 1. vice president Barker Co.: Ludlow, O. A. Stevens; re« ip t of'you r order w ew n T m ail0.
ket than at the ehlpping point., i the company “ ^ l f " 'as presently portunitv knock at other folks’ doors. o! on(> SO(,1>t-v - ^°< iefary or another. Ashland, W. C. Bowlev; New Lim- package to any address. Write or
consequently, there was a sharp mn. attenuated to the vanish,ng pomt and That he never missed that hundred- chaplain ot anothei how an- they erick, Hoar & Sutherland.
phone MacNichol Packing Co., Eastport. Me.
651p
ing off In receipt, from Maine this ■disappeared.
dollar bill in the rush of his usual life going to get along without him?
Believe
nn-,
sometime
I
hope
to
g
t
N
O
T
I
C
E
week. But the .upply from State and : But lookinS back “ P°n them in is not surprising.
Most Americans
Pennsylvania was more than equal to ■retrospect they appear a band oi have more cause to remember the out and catch up. If it wasn t lor my U. S. D is tr ic t C o u rt
M ain e D is tric t
take cere of the limited trade w ants! heroes. McCrae'. name is only one small change1 than the former senator face and lack of hair I couhl puss
Northern Division
muster
as
a
boy
even
now.
Cheer
up.
and price, were without any improve- ° f an honoured list of fanadian and they will have more need of the
Bangor. .Maim . Dec. 17. 1921.
’ soldiers, dead and living, whose firs: turnover if they live like him to be old scout, your heart is young, anyPursuant to the rules of the District
ment.
Court, of the United States for the
yvay.
On average Maine Cobblers, It was service to their country was in the octogenarians.
District

of

Maine,

notice4 is

hereby

Boze.
difficult to exceed $3.15<g>3.25 per 165 , drin 8(luad of company K.
A young man may be able, like I)e
given, that Omar L. Farnsworth
of
lb. bag, while Green Mountains rarely
McCrae graduated in arts, and huer pew.
..............
to help himself by saving and inCaribou, in said District, has applied
This is the time o:‘ tin* year yvln-n for admission as an
brought over $3.50, with most sales in medicine, at the University ol To- V(istinj? shrewdly. But he will not help
attorney
and
lower. State potatoes sold generally 1ronto- and 80011 after hls graduation jljmgplf by forMptting his hank ae- every human being man. woman, end counsellor of said District Court.
ISABEL S HE E HA N
at $3 per 150 lb. bag, which was about ( saw actlve service in South A l n c a as (.ount
, t- h(,
not tru..( pis own child should get out into tin- open
air
and
wash
c
obwebs
out
of
his
])P1>ut v (
10c leas than cost: some rough lots Jan offlcer in the Canadian artillery. judgment as an investor lie lias need
V-ain. Ti mm is nothing ;>< good as
N O T IC E OF F O R E C L O S U R E
had to go lower.
111 was after his return from SouUl to trust sonn- one. If In* trusts to a
The future of the market is reflect Africa in 1900 that he came to McGill savings bank account he will benefit fresh air to strengthen frayed out
Public notice is hereby given dm:
ed In the Army and Navy contracts ; to
the 1)0st of lecturer in pathology , in proportion a u be remembers that a c  nerves, ami there is nothing as go >d Walter H. Laffaty. formerly of Cari
for January, which were competed for which he occupied till August of count on pay day. and adds to it by as exercise to build up worn eie bou, in tin* County of Aroostook and
About: nine.y per cent of State of .Maine, but now of Fsealon.
by several of the leading merchants 1S14- Mith this he combined the denying fooli-di self indulgence. If he tissues.
in dm County of San Joaquin
and
The Army contract was awarded at arduous work of a doctor in general f-»ds insurance avai mt cover! v ane the- population pays doctors in til- State of California, by 'his mortgage
$2.12 and the Navy at $2.22 in bags, practice. No man of our circle in want groyving through the aid of tin- spring to gi\e them a tonic to do ib-ed dated October Nth. 1919. and
If recorded in Yol. 314. Page 288. of dm
awav witii that “ tired feeling.'
while the Navy contract for potato.s Montreal worked harder than did savings Fiank it wii 1 help him to re
they would only 1m convinced there Southern District of dm Aroosto
John
McCrae.
Yet
he
seemed
to
find
, In crates was awarded at $2.81 per
member the account. It may also ln-ip
dstry of Deeds, conveyed to Alva
' 100 lbs., and crates and labor costing time for everything, and contrived him to remember tin- other f'-How l -s-' i-. no tonic in dm world as good as C. Sampson. Arthur ( ’ . Thomas both
somehow to fill in the spare moments
tlu-ni as G o d s fresh air. and it is of Caribou, in tin- County of Arons
fortunate, ife can at least pass along
about 50c.
absolutely free. Tin4 trouble may In4 took and State of Maine, ami Sewell
of busy life with the reveries of a
(Im story of hi - <nvn success. Tf may
Southern second crop potatoes arc
that tln-y have tin4 American' s way T. Hoyt of Easton in .--aid County of
poet.
‘‘ Hander s Fields” stands out
induce some one to join the 12 niHinoVlng slow’ y at about $2.75 tier bbl..
Aroostook and Staff4 of Maine. Trustof course from all that he wrote, as a
of thinking that unless a thing costs “ •■s under the last Will and Testament
lions of others already saving in small ,
. some sales up to $3. Receipts from
mimey it isn't any good.
of Edward C. Sampson, lat ■ of said
Long Island have been light as tli' poem in which the occasion and the deposits.
Don't get the foolish notion ;n' o Caribou, deceased, testate, till that
inspiration are unique and cannot be
country cost Is higher than the prices
your head that to get fresh air you fart of lots numbered thirty-four and
that can be realized in the wholesale repeated. But it le by no means hi. p A N A M A CANAL
thirtymine in that part of said Caribou
have to have an automobile that will formerly “ H” Township lying east of
market. Most or those coming are to onl-v l'oen' of •»«•> morlt- Tl,,’se
REVENUE GAINS ta yon whi/./.ing about the country the highway known as the River Road.
know' the excellent little memorial
fill existing contracts.
\olume that Sir Andrew Macphuil has
ships of four nations carried 89 all huddled up. with your eyes so-called, crossing said lots; exceptwritten will recall at once “ The Oi l- 1.)eI. (Mlt ()t- tllo anpro\iinatelv 1l,»i<iu.-1 straight aheadholding on until the in^ la” d ('(,11' 0>0(1 by Aldice Hitchings
INSTRUCTIONS REGARDING . ost Drama and ‘The Happy V\am or . (,oo tons of cargo which moved next stop. I hat doesn t require any t()(j!. jtaiiroa(I. and containing in the
as productions not easily surpassed. ; through the Panama Canal during the ' deep breathing. Better sit at home premises hereby
conveyed
about
CANCELLATION OF WAR
But Jack McCrae never adopted tlie t ^jS(.:,| vear ended June 3<>. 1921.
| in such a case. It’s much easier on twenty-nine acres: being the same

REVENUE TAX ON B. & A. ,))oae 0(a proreB3|01iai

n,.

American vessels led all others with ! your

Effective as of January 1st. 1922. j ^jg hair clipped to a military neatness a total of 5.1 r/l.oun tons, establishing
the tax on transportation charges ! ar)(j his clothes were of the ordinary :i new record by increasing the total
Imposed by the Revenue Act of 1918 j fashion, and his manner 1'i’f e from 1onusiag'4 of the previous high year by
Is cancelled by the Revenue Act of the ieast taint of literary affectation.; 615.885.
1921, and the above noted circulars j Hl8 onjy standing literary affiliation
British Ships Second
tare therefore cancelled as of the wa8 wjth a quaint body called the Pen
British ships were* second and sur
•above date:
and Pencil Club of Montreal. It met passed even the high mark of 1917.
Afents will be governed by the fortnightly in a studio, kept its soda- lIl(,ir last banner year. They reached
folloiwiiig instructions with reference water (its principal possession) in a , a tolal uf :>,7:»s,2no tons,
to war tax after January 1st, 1922:
tub of ice at the side of the loom.j j a,)un aM(i Norway took third and
(1) Prepaid Freight Shipments. and, with some reluctance, permitted fourth places with 758.600 and 637 881)
On all freight accepted for shipment its members to read to it their |tons r„ Spectively. Norway dropped
up to midnight December 31st, 1921, literary efforts. It was in this little j ,)(,1(nv its f}Kurps tor 1918. but Japan
on which the transportation charges circle that Jack McCrae’s poems fir.-t i soaiV(i to new heights, exceeding her
are prepaid or contracted for prepaid, came before the world. I believe that ; last jljK}, mai-i< j,y 32.279 tons
tho tax shall be collected on basis of he also belonged in a less regular way
These unparalleled increases in corntho transportation charges to destina to a Shakespeare club, hut of the men e moved through the water way
tion, regardless of when the trans high deliberations of that body I am by the four .lations are attributed by
portation service is completed.
not qualified to speak.
Gov. J. J. Morrow of the Panama
(2) ‘KJolledt” Freight Shipments.
Busy though he always was, McCrae canal in his annual report made public
W here the transportation sendee is seemed to find time for social life, and recently to competition so keenh
completed (date on which the ship was in great demand at Montreal din ■'eveloped that it requires use ot’ the
ment la accessible for delivery to the ner parties. His fund of stories that niickest routes.
consignee), on or after January 1, was never exhausted made him the
“ The most important trade route
1922. with transportation charges to treasure of his hostess, and even when
rved hv the canal,’’ the report adds,
be collected at destination, the tax his hostess had withdrawn ’ Jack’s was that between the east coast of
does not apply on such transportation stories did not exactly come to a full the United States and the west coast
stop. Yet with all his social gifts and of South America. Others of the
chargee.
(3) Diverted Freight Shipments. opportunities he was a man of the principal routes wen- those from the
W hen freight is diverted or recon- greatest moderation in his eating and east coast of the United States to the
signed en route in accordance with drinking and his amusements, ah far east and between the west coast
the tariff provisions, in determining horred late hours, and kept himself, of America and Europe.”
whether the tax is applicable, such mind and body, in the training of an
S'.eadily Increasing Revenue
transportation shall be regarded as a athlete. I should say that the govern
Gov. Morrow points to the double
continuous movement from point of ing idea In his mind was a sense of value of the canal to the United
duty; for his merry stories, lie re States. In addition to the quick ser
origin to ultimate destination.'
-f
(4) Transit Privileges.
W h'en garded the world, after the fashion of vice it gives American ships from
freight shipments are accorded transit his Scotch ancestors, as a stern place. coast to coast and in the world trade
privileges, such as milling in transit, ptri ibode of trial and preparation for routes, there is. he said, a constant
dressing In transit, refining in transit, something real beyond.
ly increasing revenue which comes
compressing in transit, etc., such
For McCrae was deeply religious: to the nation from tolls collected.
shipments, in determining whether not in the up-to-date sense of being in
‘‘In terms of money the Panama
the tax is applicable shall be regard tensely interested in explaining away canal,” the report asserts, ‘‘had gross
ed as Involving two separate and iall disagreeable forms of belief, hut in revenues of more than $27,000,000;
distinct transportation movements; the olSer sense of childlike reverence increased investment additions, stock,
one Into the point where the transit and implicit obedience to the written etc., of $8,000,000 and gross operating
privilege Is accorded, and a separate word.
*
expenses of $24,500,000.” The excess
and distinct movement of the product
Of hls work at McGill University of revenues in the last fiscal year,
lont of such point.
there is no need to speuk. The the report shows, was $2,750,000 more

V

nerves, and

incidentally,

your

premises conveyed to the late Edward

(’. Sampson by Aldice D. Hitchings
I povkw-book. Get a pair of shoes that 1)V doft(1 (lat0(1 Oct ober 19. 1906. and
j >mt can walk in and then go lor a recorded in Vol. 233. Page 310 Southgood hike every day. Walk until you '4ni District Aroostook Registry
of
net so rired that the only thing you Deeds.
The premises above described are
cun think about is the next step, and a part of the same premises conveyed
how you are going to take it. You'll , to the said Walter H. Laffaty by the
find that you won’t find vourself lying said Alva C. Sampson. Arthur C.
awake until the wee hours if you ■S o n ia s .and Sewell T. Hoyt Tnistees
. . . . .
..
,
,
as aforesaid. October 8th, 1919, and
tollow this program toi a few <a\s.
nu)rtgajre was given as a nart of
You won’t need any tonic from tlie the consideration for said deed,
doctor, though vou mav need an
That the condition in said mortgage
increased income to take care of »
,,roken b>’ reason whereof Alva C
. . .. .
, Sampson, Arthur C. Thomas and
.ipully growing appetite. And things ^Pwell T Hoyt, Trustees as aforesaid
will taste so good that you won’t rec- j claim a foreclosure of said mortgage,
ognize your old friends, bacon and ! Dated at Caribou, Maine. December
eggs, bread and flutter, and the rest
. ..
_
; '
,.t
4
■ Alva C. Sampson. Arthur C. Thomas
of their kith and kin. They 11 taste an(j Sewell T. Hoyt.
Trustees
as
the way they did when you were a aforesaid.
By their Attorney.
lioy. An appetite like that is some
John B. Roberts
thing the doc-tor can’t give you. 351

Now Open and Ready for You

Practical courses in Bookkeeping and
Accountancy, Shorthand and Type
writing, Penmanship, etc., equip you
for work without loss of time.
Right now is the time to get started.
Houlton Business College, Houlton, Me.

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Public notice is hereby given that
Upton J. Haley of Caribou, in the
"ou n t y of A r ooueo] : and Slate
of
.Maine, by his mortgage deed dated
.November 19th, 1919. and recorded in
Yol. 314, Page 497. of the Southern
District Aroostook Registry of Deeds,
conveyed to Alva C. Samson and

Arthur C. Thomas, both of said Cari
bou. and Sewell T. Hoyt of Easton in
said County of Aroostook. Trustees
under the Last Will and Testament
of Edward C. Sampson, late of said
Caribou,
deceased,
“he following
described real estate to wit;
lot
numbered thirty-two in that part of
said Caribou which was formerly “ H”
Township containing one hundred
fifty-eight acres, more or less, accord
ing to the survey and plan of said
Township made and returned to the
land office in 1839 by H. W. Cunning
ham, urveyor.
Fifty acres of the south side of said
lot are the same conveyed to the said
j Upton J. Haley hv the said Sampson.
Thomas and Hovt, Trustees, Novem|her 19th. 1919. and are free of encumbrance. The remainder of said
lot are the same premises described
in a deed from Amos H. Vance a»d
Ada M. Vance to Ethel May Beckwith
dated May 26, 1916, and recorded in
Vol. 287, Page 353, Southern District
Aroostook Registry of Deeds, and are
subject to mortgage to said Beckwith
for $6000.
That the condition in said mortgage
is broken by reason whereof Alva C,
Sampson, Arthur C. Thomas and
Sewell T. Hoyt. Trustees aforesaid,
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated at Caribou. Maine. December
15th, 1921.
Alva C. Sampson. Arthur C. Thomas
and Sewell T. Hoyt, Trustees as
aforesaid.
By their Attorney.
351
John B. Roberta

You’ve got to get it yourself.
Below the 35th parallel of latitude
in North America, a fire-colored sun
set in the hurricane season may In4 a
storm warning to he heeded. The
United States weather bureau finds
that, even without any particular fall
in pressure, such a sunset may prethan operating expenses
without J
allowing for interest on the eupit.il j
cost of the wiiterway.
j
Legislation to increase the revenue j
collected from tolls is asked by the !
Governor, who points out that the
present system is to assess tolls, on j
the basis of $1.20 a net ton. according
to Panama canal measurement, “ unless |
this would result in a rate of more
than $1.25 a net ton, according to
United States rules of measurement. ' j
“ Under this dual system tolls col- ;
lected amounted to $11,276,889. whi- h i
is $1,937,020 less than would have
been collected if Panama canal rules
only were used.” He adds. “ Speedy
enactment of a law establishing th 4
single standard is urged.”
,

2 have had many years experience in
Fertilizers as well as with Farming in
Aroostook. I know Fertilizers and can
give you the right goods to produce
good crops
Please write me for prices and terms

W i l l i s R. D resse r
C a l a i s ,

M a i n e

.

.... .

HOULTON
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WARNING ISSUED
MAE EDWARDS PLAYERS
COMTO MAINE MOTORISTS
AT TEMPLE THEATRE
MUNICATION FOR ALL
Henry
A.
Shorey,
Jr.,
chief
of
the
Mae
Edwards
and her splendid
LOVERS OF FISHING

$80 for the $100 maturity value Cer
tificate.
$800 for the $1,000 maturity value
Certificate.
motor vehicle inspection department company will open a three days’ en
There is provision made, at guaran
Mr. E d ito ru t m iin m in iw iH H iiiiiiiiiiiu iiiiiiiiiiH iit iiiH iiiH M 'iiin iiiiiin iim iiiiiiiin iiiiin n iiiiiiit i^
teed
values, for the redemption of
We crave a little space in your of the state highway commission says gagement Monday afternoon with a
Mrs. E. E. Milliken spent Christmas
these certificates before maturity if
Subscribers should boor in in Bridgewater with her son, L. E. paper. We want at least half a that persons who do not obtain their special holiday matinee in the three desired, in which case the holder
ontadthat all subscriptions are Milliken,
column, even if you have to postpone motor vehicle registration plates and act comedy drama, “Just Mickey ” receives interest at about 1% per
4p*yabls in advance and the pa Wallace R. Lumbert of Caribou the birth of an editorial, or delete licenses by Jan. 1, 1922, so that the laughing hit of the season and cent on his investment.
mper win be discontinued at ex was in town Sunday and Monday for “ My Clothier's" announcement to a they can continue the use of their Monday night the most wonderful The certificates are registered by
the United States Treasury Depart
piration. Notice of such expira- Christmas.
bargain hunting populace that he is automobile without any break, will drama of the day. “ Which One Shall
ment, and are therefore loss-proof,
~tfon will be sent out the First of JDr. Tarbeli of Smyrna Mills was in giving away a corner lot and furnished have only themselves to blame for it. I Marry?”
burglar-proof and fire-proof.
Miss Edwards has surrounded hertown Monday on business at the bungalow with every pair of trousers as the Secretary of State has for some
•each month.
An advantage which is exceptional
Aroostook Hospital.
bought next week. We’d even re time been fully equipped to issue all j self with the best acting cast she has among investment securities is the
Mr. George Esty of Bridgewater was
j had in year, while the ’ vaudeville fact that these certificates automati
Dr. and Mrs. Jas. F. Palmer spent quest the spp.ce if you had to cut out material for the coming season.
tit town Saturday on business.
Christmas In Smyrna Mills with her “ Sandy’s" Tanlao ad. which brings
State highway police, and I respect-j find of the how is alone worth the cally increase in value every month
Louis Freedman returned to Old sister, Mrs. Tarbell.
during the time that they are held,
the joyfu* tidings to a paralytic that fully urge the cooperation of all local) price of admission.
Town Friday morning to resume his
and as both principal and interest is
Miss Eva Hackett was one of the half a bottle will make a marathon officers, have been given strict orders
East season the Mae Edwards Jazz
duties.
guaranteed by the United States
soloists at the Congregational church
Orchestra
was a hit everywhere, and Government the investor is absolutely
not
to
permit
any
motor
vehicle
on
Mr. and Mre. George Cummings of
runner out of him, beside whom Tom
on Sunday morning.
Bridgewater are in town for the
Longboat would look like a "tired the highways after Dec. 21, 1921, un naturally this season with Bill Otis sure that not only has investment
Mrs. Richard Eastman spent Christ
^ i t n a s holidays.
less the vehicle has attached to it the at the wheel, the orchestra has im- i been made at a minimum price, but.
business man.”
that 'at suoh time as he mdv desire
• Mr., add Mre." Marry Sowers spent mas in Portland, returning to take up
Always backward about coming for 1922. plates, no matter what the rea proved 50 per cent, making the Ma< :
he can receive hack his principal and
tt o holidays at Holden, Maine, the her duties here this week.
Edwards Flayers the best dramatic' interest.
ward, we wouldn't have the nerve to son may be," said Mr. Shorey
;gneet* o f Mr, Sowpre' parents.
Mr. and Mrs. John Riley of Presque
“ They have also been given direc show on the road, without a doubt.
Othere advantages which these cer
Mitt. Jeandtte Clark left Saturday Isle spent Christmas in town with his ask you this favor if we did not know
tions
to arrest any person found There will be a change of play and tifleates enjoy are that they are practhat
you
loved
to
stiff
heel
the
lor Portland where dhe will visit mother, returning Tuesday.
operating a motor vehicle on the vaudeville each night and if you have tically tax exempt; that the amount of
relatives daring the holidays.
Albert Mercier left Tuesday night speckled trout or hurl the old buck
the blues, only go to the Temple The money invested in any one year by an
Arthur Hagerman, who has been for Van Buren where he plans to into cervae eternity via the .‘10-GO highway after that date, who has not atre and you sure will forget them.
taken out a 1922 operator's license Follow the crowd next Monday, Tues individual has been increased from a
- employed In the vicinity of Haynes- spend a week visiting friends.
route.
$1,000 limit to $5,000; and that Postal
vUle, spent Christmas in town.
We want this space to dispel the and whose vehicle has not been day and Wednesday and be sure and Savings may be exchanged for Treas
Mrs. F. W. Tftcomb is quite ill at
properly registered.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert k. Stetson her home on Elm Street
be a first nighter. Seats now on sale ury Sayings Certificates at the
Her many t erroneous Idea now prevalent in local
“ It is not safe for a person to wait at the Box office.— Advt.
hpent Christmas with Mrs. Stetson’s friends are hoping for a speedy
pleasure of the owner, who will thus
literary haunts that Doe Mitchell is until the very last days of December
mother, Mra. Hewes in Danforth.
recovery.
obtain a substantial increase in the
the only versifier of masculine, fern- before sending his application to the NEW SERIES TREASURY
George Rnsaell and Floyd McGary,
rate of interest.
Mr. and Mrs. Loring Huston of inine or neuter gender in this metro-1Secretary of State as so many things j
r students at Bowdoln College, are at
The reduced interest rate on com
Patten spent Christmas in town the
SAVING CERTIFICATES
h o n e for the Christmas holidays.
polis who can, on the spur of the might happen to delay the receipt o f 1
mercial
obligations and the gradual
guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. H. McGary,
the license and the plates. In ca se 1
ARE
RECEIVED
HERE
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Donnell spent
increase
in the price of Liberty Bonds
moment,
tear
oft'
poetry
that
rhymes,
Court street.
bis application is not complete the
Christmas in Portland as the guests
Postmaster
Dennie
Sheehan
an
on
the
market
should make Treasury
meters, etc., but is a masterpiece Secretary of State will probably be
•ttl their daughter, Mrs. Roland Clark, j Merton L. Brown Esq
Esq. of Boston
nounces that he has received the new Savings Certificates a very attractive
obliged to return it for correction. series of Treasury Savings Certificates investment during 1922.
frfVeddie Meagher, who is employed j is spending the holidays with his nonpareil.
This little gem was composed, as While of course the Secretary makes which have been adopted by tbo
in the Atlantic and Pacific Store in i parents, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Brown
There is no doubt as to the econ
Rockland, is visiting his parents in on Court Street.
was Poe’s “ Nevermore" in the late every effort to expedite the business United States Treasury Department. omic value of the work which the
of bis department, the material both
.town.
Mr. C. C. Smith of Middleboro. hours of eventide. It is supposed to, going and coming may be delayed in They are issued in three units of $25, Government is doing in this respect,
Donald Murray of Portland arrived Mass., who has been in town on busi and right well it does, depict the
$100 and $1,000 maturity value. The and we feel that investment in
In town Saturday to spend Christmas ness for the past week, left for his j actions of one of our local Isaac transit and in some cases it may be j first bears the portrait of Theodore Treasury Savings Certificates leads to
three or four days after he has mailed
with his father John S. Murray. home Tuesday evening.
Roosevelt, the second the portrait of individual independence as well as to
j Walton’s who has just b *en bitten by
Riverside Street.
the troutitis bug, ‘between the house the application before the applicant ! George Washington, and the third the a better type of citizenship.
The friends of Mrs. Mildred Dudley j and the barn,” along about the last receives his plates.
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Snow of
|portrait of Abraham Lincoln. They
"The advice of this department is ore rather different in form from the
Biddeford. Me. are in town to spend will be sorry to learn of the critical of May.
Notice of First Meeting of Creditors
the holidays with Mra. Snow’s mother illness of her son Leighton who is j The authoress does not,
like for everybody to register early, and I certificates which have previously
In the District Court of the United States
suffering
from
septic
pneumonia.
i
would
particularly
urge
those
persons
Mrs. R. H. Whitney.
Mitchell, claim to have attended the
been issued by the Treasury Depart for the Northern Division of the Dis
Mxfl. Cecil Strong of Portland) Mr. and Mrs. Thomas H. Bolter same prep school as Tennyson’s who wish to use their cars during the ment and contain many features which
trict of Maine.
In Bankruptcy.
arrived here last week to spend the and daughter Estelle of Stanley, N. B. grandson or any such guff, and un winter months to file their applica i will be of interest to our readers, In the matter of
|
Alice
L.
.Myrick
j
In
Bankruptcy
holidays with her parents, Mr. and are visiting their daughter Mrs. Frank like the Doe, she works for a living. tions without delay.
j Postmaster Sheehan will be glad to
Bankrupt
"The state highway police also have j supply any of his patrons with these
Mrs. Benjamin Hussey.
Jarvis and other relatives for two We have always found her a friend
To flic creditors
of said
Alice
I,
Leland McDonald, who is employed weeks.
and congenial. We are sorry we can orders not to allow a commercial certificates, or will give them detailed Myrick of Mersey in the county of
In Skowhegan is spending the holidays
not apply the latter adjective to her vehicle on the highway with dealer's j information as to the conditions under Aroostook and District aforesaid, bank
Misses Louise Kearin and Mary
rupt.
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. B. C.
father who is a large far-sighted Scot, plates attached to it unless the same ! which they are sold.
Jameson, proprietors of Charlotte’^
Notice is hereby given that on the 26th
McDonald, High Street.
who wears a shiny star-shaped button is being used for demonstration pur I The United States Treasury Depart- day
of Dec.. A I). 1!*21, the said Alice I.
George Wilson, who is studying shop, spent Christmas at their old on his left breast and takes money poses or in case of a bona fide emer- I nient, keeping in mind the welfare of
Myrick
was
duly
adudicated
bank
home
in
Bangor,
returning
to
Houl
■vocational training in jewelry design
from Willis Parsons. He is often, (|0 ! geney, and it is not my intention to the people from an economic stanrl- rupt and that the first meeting of
ton
Tuesday.
ing in Providence, R. I., is in town
trop a^d uncongenial and a very set j allow the ‘emergency clause’ to be j point, will furnish these certificates creditors will be held at the office of
Edwin L. Vail in Houlton on the 14th day
An alarm of fire at 1.45 Monday man in arguments on the wild life |abused.
tor the Christmas holidays.
I at prices which will net the investor of Jany., A. I>. 1922. at 10 o’clock in the
,
“
Out
of
state
trucks
must
not
come
Mr. Allan I#. Churchill of New York morning called the firemen to the of Maine.
j IVa
por cent compounded semi- forenoon at which time the said creditors
who was called here by the death of Hotel Exchange for a slight fire in
The July's age is against her ever ; into Maine after Dec. I unless they I annually. They mature in five years may attend, prove their claims, appoint
his mother, left Friday evening for one of the halls, but their services attaining immortality thru poetry as (have a M aine registration plate at from the date of issue, and an4 sold a trustee, examine the bankrupt and
transact, such other business as may prohis home in New York City.
were not needed.
she belongs to the Ricker Travel tached.”
at the following prices:
yerlv come before said meeting.
Miss Pearl Sargeant, stenographer
;
for the $25 maturity value CorDated at Houlton. Dec. 26tb, 1!»2I.
C. M. Wakem, who was in Houlton Class and we all know what that
for the Houlton Trust Co., went to for a number of years, has accepted means. The handsome and courteous NEW SILVER DOLLAR
! till cate.
E D W IN L. V A IL ,
Portland Friday, where she spent
Referee In Bankruptcy.
l a position with C. Crawford Coolidge lady who sells us our postage stamps
WILL
BE
EMBLEMATIC
Christmas with her parents.
in
the
youngest
living
member
of
this
(of Boston, handling womens and j
OF PARLEYS
Friends of Mrs. Kenneth McIntosh
misses’ garments.
; it. T. ('. and the records show that
o f Littleton will be pleased to hear
i she was a freshman at Wording Hall l Tin* jirniiiinenf conference will lx* ;
Instead of the regular meeting of j the year that the bold Spaniard reflected in n new series of silver j
•that she Is recovering nicely from her
the Houlton Music Club as given in j decided to puncture a tire on the dollars, minting of which will Im 1
recent operation for appendicitis.
Robert Millar, a student at the the year book, the club chorus and j battleship Maine in Havana harbor.
started immediately.
i
Harvard Medical School, spent a part orchestra will meet with Mrs. Fair- j But leaving age and andeeendents , The design of the new dollars was j
of bis 'Christmas holidays in town banks Thursday evening.
out of the question, even though she 'approved by ?’ resident Hardin" on i*s
as the guest of Miss Jean Dickison.
I ’ni.er.
The winter term at Houlton Busi is a charter member of the Ricker submission by Raymond T .
Max Russell, a Freshman at Bow ness College will open January 2 and ; Travel Class and lias a father who is director of the mint, follow!,-):; a p 
W e have opened a Wet Wash Laundry, fully equip
doln College is at home for the 3. Start the new year right by j shunned by many of our leading proval by the tine arts commission, j
Christmas holidays with his parents, securing a business education. See j citizens during the late summer and Director Baker said about 7<mi,(MM) of j
ped with strictly modern machinery with a weekly
Mr. and Mrs. George Russell on Court advertisement in another column.
I early fall, we do claim that this the new dollars would be coined j
capacity of 250 washings on 24 hour service.
Street.
authoress has submitted the best before the beginning of the new year.1
Hallett & Mitchell, proprietors of
Mrq, Jane A. Newcomb of Brewster,
The new dollars, which wore de
Twelve years experience assures you the most effi
rhymed picture of the average darn
Maas, arrived in town Thursday the Exchange Cafe, have issued a fool man. when the trout is in the signed by Anthony do Francisci o f ;
cient and careful attention to all orders.
1922 (
nornlng tq spend the winter with her [ very handsome calendar for
New York, will have the usual bead of i
quick water.
which
they
are
distributing
to
a
!
Washing called for and delivered.
daughter, Mra. W. F. Buzzell on
( The poem wasn't written for publ Liberty on the obverse side, while4 the j
selected number of their patrons.
;
•Court Street.
ication. Far from it! It was present- reverse will have a large figure of an !
Mr. and Mra. L. H. Powers left
The regular W. C. T. U. meeting |ed to your truly in connection with ; eagle perched on a broken sword, and |
Friday morning for New York City will be held one week later, Jan. 5th, i s o u k 1 very tender Santa Claus tokens -clutching: an olive brand) bearing thei
where they spent the Christmas holi instead of Dec. 29, on account of the i of affliction hut it was too good to bo word "Peace." Further depicting the!
Tel. 377- /
Military St., Houlton, Maine
days with Mrs. Powers’ mother, Mrs. annual church meeting and parish I kept unpublished. Substitute “ Bill," dawn of a new era the background;
Grace Ridlon.
supper in the Congregational Church. I “ Boodle,” “ Than" or “ Norrie" for the will show rays of a rising sun. The i
Df. Donald Cassidy, who is now
Miss Florence McPartland, Precp- j proper noun in the fifth line and it's j usual “ E Pluribus Unum" and "In God !
located in Lewiston, arrived in town
treBS at the Burbank Hospital, Fitch ! just as appropriate. We have a strong |We Trust" also will be on the4 coin.
Saturday morning to spend Christmas
burg, Mass., spent Christmas hero hunch that we will lose our interest ' This is the first time since4 1S7S, Mr.
With his mother, Mrs. William Crabbe
with her brother Frank, and left in local affairs when we meet up with ] Baker said, that a new design 1ms
on High Street.
Monday night to resume her duties. the authoress after she sees that we born adopted for the silver dollar.
Miss Mildred Newbegin. a student
have printed this product of her pen. Under existing law the director of the
The annual meeting of the stock
At Skidmore, Is spending the Christ
hut it’s too good by far and we are mint is authorized to make a change
mas recess with her parents in town holders of the Houlton Agricultural taking a chance of being forced to do in coinage, with the approval of tile
Mr. and Mrs. P. C. Newbegin on Society will be held Monday, Jan. 2 a Georges Carpentier snooze.
fine arts commission, every 25 years,
for the purpose of electing a board
Special Monday Matinee
1
* X
Flesaant Street.
Here’s her description of the and the decision to make a new coin
Mts. Gladys•Qarcelon with her two of directors and such other business disciple of the split bamboo.—
emblematic of the arms conference
daughters Edith and Marie left Satur as may properly come before the
was approved by both President
-R AT THE LINE
day foy Limestone where they spent meeting.
Harding and Secretary of the Treas
Christmas with Mrs. Garcelon's father
Dorothy Lovely, daughter of Mr. "When the wind blows from the south ury Mellon.
and Mrs. Irving Lovely on Franklin It blows the bait in the fish’s mouth.’’
Mr. C. W. Yetton.
Alton Carroll, who is employed in a Street, celebrated her birthday Fri
with Mae Edwards herself in the Leading Roles
CHURCH NOTICE
And that's the quarter where the wind j
•drug store in Bethel, Me., Is spend day by entertaining a few of her girl
plays a tune
! Christian Science Church, corner
ing a few o f the Christmas holidays friends. Music and games were en
j Military and High Sts.
Along
about
the
last
of
June.
MONDAY MATINEE
In town with his parents, Mr. and joyed, after which a supper was serv
j During the winter months the
On
L---------r’s
mind
and
heart
and
j
Mrs. Anthony Carroll.
ed to the happy group.
will be
body,
ji Christian Science services
Tlie alleys at the Meduxnekeag
James McPartland of St. John was
Chit* have been given a going over in town Saturday for a short time And it acts on him like a glass of |held in Society Hall. Sunday morntoddy.
j|ing service at 11 a. m.
The Laughing Hit of the Season
recently in the pit ends, and have leaving on the evening train for
Been speeded up by the addition of Boston where he will join his sisters He wrinkles his nose and sniffs the ! Subject, for Jan. 1st: God.
breeze,
jj Sunday School at 11 a. m.
leatheroid fibre plates.
who together will go by auto to
MONDAY NIGHT
Postmaster Sheehan says the mail Florida where they will spend two And you think at first he is going to jII Wednesday (‘veiling Testimonial
I
meeting
at
7.30
p.
m.
jy
sneeze.
\
handled by his force during the holi months. This Is Mr. McPartland’s
Then a smile begins to come behind !
days waa the largest In the history of first vacation In forty years.
his ears,
j
the qfllce, extra help and extra teams
New York’s Greatest Novelty Play
The regular Grange meeting will be
And slowly towards the door he
being needed to handle It.
held Saturday, Dec. 31. First and
A new and strictly modern cabinet
( steers.
i
second degrees will be conferred in
TUESDAY NIGHT
1Now he grabs his hat, and takes off on !
alectflc cash register has just been
is acknowledged to be the best
the morning. This Is gentlemen’s
installed l»M h e#qflce of the Sneli
a run,
j method known for finishing the
day and the men will fill all the offices
With some fishing tackle in his J
House, a4#tifc grfhtly to both the
bore of your motor. It insures the
have charge of the degree work, serve
appettrance Of the office hnd to its
pocket and a lmn
j
following results:
the dinner and have charge of the
A Powerful Drama You’ll Never Forget
To keep him from starving, as h e '
efficiency.
afternoon program. Everyone come
• Perfectly round holes.
casts his lure
j
During the year 1981 just passing
and have a good time.
Wall? of all cylinders absolutely
In a deep quiet pool by the mossy]
there was 47,642 meals served to
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
parallel.
gueste out of the Snell House kitchen.
shore.
j
HOULTON MUSIC CLUB
Polished surfaces, hence less
And this is the song he sings as he |
In addition to this number 31,188
wear
on pistons and rings.
The vesper service held in the
meal* were served to the help. These
hooks
,
Better compression.
figures are a fair indication of the Methodist Episcopal Church Sunday The wary trout from the rippling |
The Great Song Play—You all know the songamount of travel that comes to Hdtrt- aftrenoon, under the auspices of the brooks;
j
Allows least amount of oil to
now see the play
work up into combustion chamber
ton In the course Of a year and lndl-1club, was largely attended and a fine “ Golden Cats! have I got him?
and
foul
the
spark
plug.
eates the popularity among tourists of program was given.
Limping Kitty! will he stick?
j
HIGH CLASS VAUDEVILLE ACTS
From a mechanical standpoint it
The chorus was assisted by Eve Holy swill! I’ve got him! ! see him]
tb o service of Mercier Brothers.
beats
reaming
or
reborlng
a
mile.
Musical
Comedy Numbers, Cabaret Novelties
As Mr. Cleveland contemplates be Hackett, Hartley Stewart and Prof.
wiggle his gill!!
)
SOUTH
WORTH
PROCESS
ing away from time to time through John I. Kat^her.
Just hear him make that reel go zi- ]
The club Orchestra was in attend
the winter, he has arranged with Mr.
z-z-z-p!
] Means the best regrinding obtain
Special Feature
able.
S. R. Parks to assume the position of ance and Miss Louise Buzzell presid Hand me that landing net! quick!
chorister at the Congregatlonalist ed at th%' organ.
QUICK! QUICK!
Ask Your Garage Man
A goodly sum of money was received Hold your breath ’till I dip him
•Church beginning next Sunday. Mr.
SOUTHWORTH MACHINE CO.
Parks^ls not only a good singer but, and will go to the Salvation Army Gee whizz! ain’t he prime!
PRICES 35c., 50c., 75c.
-T A X PAID
PORTLAND, MAINE
as well, a capable and painstaking for the Community Xmas.
Golden Cats! Limping Kitty!! Holy
choir leader of experience and will
Much credit is due the club mem
S w ill!!!
Builders of High Grade Machinery
Tickets on Sale at Box Office
.tfive a good acccutnt of himself In his bers for such a splendid musical en HE’S MINE!! ! ’’
for Twenty-Five Years
jne.v pOj£lt:o%-K, -:—
tertainment.
» Signed, Yours Truly.

J

Announcement
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le of H o u l t o n

Delaney

& Scribner

TEMPLE THEATRE

3 Days Starting Monday, T o n

O

Mae Edwards Players

“Just Mickey”

“ W hich One Shall I Marry

Re&r i n d i n g

“ The Fighting Chance”

“ Peggy O ’Neil”

Mae

Edward’s

Jazz

Orchestra

j
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for themselves.
It's business with
STUNG AGAIN
it was his conviction that there should;
wait for the United States to call this
3RD MAINE WISHES
them
to
make
money,
we expect them
reserve from ail of the forty-eight
be more armories to encourage inter
"I have been condemning myself
TO BECOME 103RD est
in the guard until there was a suf
IN U. S. IS STOPPED States to the colors, or is the enemy this week for a fool,” said a man to. And it's business to make all Officers of the
Third Maine Infantry
going
to
wait
for
thope
men
to
be
ficient
number. He said that at a
whom we all know if we only knew they can when it comes to that. But assembled in Portland. Dec. 19 as
England has stopped naval recruit
come
accustomed
to
their
ships?
coming
conference of New England
f.who he was. "Every now and then they don’t do it by sticking things up dinner guests of Governor Percival P.
ing and now the United States has
stopped It. However, recruiting was What is needed is a standing trained I get a lesson on the foolishness of in the air. It makes me think i Baxter, unanimously voted to ask the governors he should take up the mat
not stepped because of plans proposed force. "A bird in the hand is worth spending one's money away from incidentally, if this city can give war department to change the name ter of a more effective support to Na
at the armament conference. Under two in the bush.” And so it was with home and the last lesson came to me Doug for 50 cents and make money, of the regiment to the 103rd Infantry tional Guard interests throughout
this week through the theater. A for they don’t make contracts to lose in order to perpetuate the name of New England.
the teems of the Hughes plan only the Naval Reserve.
Col. Hume complimented the Thirdi
N ext. year there will be three fine while ago I was in Boston and a group
one battleship now in active commis
money you know, w hat. did those that famous organization, now- dis
sion vJU be scrapped, and that ship new .cruisers and some new destroyers of four men of us were together in Boston folks and New York folks banded. which did such fine service Maine for its achievements, and then,
Is the Connecticut, flagship of the to man. The crews of the ships afore a certain hotel and I picked up the make on the same film, for their overseas with the Yankee Division. w'ent back to review the history of the
old 103rd urging the new designation
mentioned will have to be cut to do paper and saw that the Three
Pacific fleet.
theater wasn’t one bit better nor It had already been intimated by the
The grosent personnel strength of it, unless Congress allows for a very Musketeers was being presented in more expensive to run than these are 1war department that this request will for the Third Maine. Col. Bisbee and
the movies there. I know Old Dough here, barring perhaps the rent. That be granted, and there is little question Adjutant General Hadley spoke in
tbe American navy is about 100,000 practical addition to the personnel
men, tea these mien are not sufficient
An additional 50,000 men could to. be one of my favorites anyhow, and isn’t my point, either. The thing I but that the Third Maine will in the similar vein. Majl Hanson and Maj.
for existing needs. The strength of easily be used by the new navy we .wanted something to do so 1 said am sore about is that I didn’t wait future be known as the 103rd Infantry, Farnum also spoke.
the navy is prescribed by Congress, prescribed under the Hughes plan. to them, ‘Let’s go and see the Mus till it got here and see it for home j Several officers of the former 103rd
and naturally men cannot be enlisted If the protection of Americas colonial keteers musket, and it’s up to me to prices. It’s about the same plan aB j were honor guests at the dinner.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
above Xtetetraqgth because there is possessions is given over to the navy, take the crowd.’ Of course they all
Public
notice is hereby given that
a lot of other things we do. It’s |Among them were Col. Frank M
Clyant C. Crockett of Caribou, in the
no money to pay them. The navy is as it may reasonably be expected that fell in line and down we went, I had
human nature to think something Hume of Houlton, Col. Spaulding County of Aroostook and State of
tell. "No pay for further help" Is the it will he, an additional 100,000 men not asked any prices, because I am
away from home is better than at Bisbee of Portland, Adjutant General Maine, by his mortgage deed dated
sign that should >be hung out at the will be necessary.
used to paying a decent sum’ for
home I guess, but after all we get John A. Hadley, who was a 103rd August 1st, 1920, and recorded in
department, not "No help wanted.”
The matter of personnel is not good things here at home, and so I pretty well served right here in more officer, and Col. Albert Greenlaw’ of Vol. 328, Page 146. of the Southern
District of the Aroostook Registry o f
t hortags o f Personnel
taken up in the Hughes plan. It is marched up and called for four of lins than one.
Eastport. Other guests, who are now Deeds, conveyed to Eva D. Ryder of
the
best
seats.
It
held
me
up
for
The navy faces today a serious con not a loop-hole in any sense of the
“ My wife took the same notion one , officers of the regiment, wrere Major Caribou, in the County of Aroostook
dition relative to personnel. All the word, because each nation will exactly 10 plunks, and it broke me time, to send away for tilings instead M., J. Moriarty of Lewiston, Major and State of Maine, the following
battleships, crnlsers and destroyers naturally demand the right to set its dead till I could get back to the hotel of buying them at home. She was in James E. Hanson, Col. George E. described real estate to wit, a part
now in eommisalen and a great many personnel strength according to the for more. Two dollars and a half i Boston visiting her cousin one time I Fogg, C. A. C. Major Hicks, instruc of lot numbered three in that part of
said Caribou formerly “ H” Township
they asked for it if I am not mistaken,,
now out o f commission are to be re individual needs of its service.
remember and she saw a coat that tor of the C. A. C., Major Francis commencing in the center of Collins
From an American standpoint, how am! 1 admit the play was damaged i took her fancy, in one of the big Farnum, instructor of the Third Maine Street at the southwest corner o f
tained 'tinder the Hughes plan. The
battleship forces o f the Atlantic and ever, the present situation gives cause considerably in my feelings that |stores. Nothing would do, but she Infantry, and Major William E. Good land deeded by Samuel W. Collins to
Andrew J. Johnson; thence, westerly
P addc ‘fleets are being maintained for alarm. For, coupled with person night every time I thought of it. I t ! must have that coat and you know I win of Augusta.
along the center of said Collins
seemed
to
be
going
some
for
a
movie!
with 89 per cent of their full crews nel troubles, there are fuel troubles.
like to please my wife so finally she
The following 103rd officers all Street eighty-seven and seven-tenths
and are tficmstdered in active com- It is not as yet definitely known just show no matter how good it might j got it. The price was considerably spoke urging that the Third Maine feet; thence, north 16 degrees east
mlaalon. Seventy o f the several what the naval manoeuvres are to be be. And it was good, darned good I| more than I really wanted her to designated as the 103rd and several about three hundred and thirty feet
to a continuation of said Johnson's
j pay, but what can you do with a
hundred destroyers the United States this year. The lack of fuel is the. admit.
letters were read urging a similar north line; thence, easterly to said
"I didn’t tell Nell about it when 11 woman? The second time she wore course.
Is to maintain are in actual active reason. There are no appropriations
Johnson’s northwest corner; thence,
commission with 89 per eent of their for the extra fuel -necessary for the got home for she would have given ! the coat she saw its mate, the identi
After these addresses and letters, southerly along said Johnson’s west
fall crews. ’ The others have crews fleet manoeuvres.. Every other nation me Young Jesse for spending so much } cal thing, buttons and all, in a Col. Harry M. Bigelow, commanding line to the place of beginning. Al$o,
o f from 90 per cent to no men a t all. is conducting Its naval manoeuvres on treating the boys as she calls it. |window on Congress street. She went officer of the regiment, put the matter any additional land which may be
necessary to make the above describ
Moat o f the armored and light cruisers as usual without being hindered by But that part is all right and a chap j in and compared them, to satisfy her to vote, and the change of name was ed premises correspond to lot number
likes
to
take
his
friends
about
som
e-!
matters
of
either
personnel
or
fuel.
are out o f commission with the exself that they came from the very unanimously favored.
There was eleven according to P. L. Hardison’s
The United States Navy must be times. That isn’t the point I am ( same manufactory. And the coat was some discussion as to the future survey and plan of said part of lot
•eaptlon o f the cruisers o f the Asiatic
numbered three in said “ H” Town
as efficient as any
.fleet, three or lo u r destroyer flagships kept --------------- of the foreign i coming
-—a t Here it is this week right! $15 less here in Portland than she regimental insignia.
ship.
isad the old cruiser Pueblo, which is navies, especially since its power is j here in town, and the best seats 50 paid in Boston, and that’s the truth.
Following the dinner Governor Bax
The premises above described are*
n ot In active commission but is being being curtailed. The Hughes plan j cents. When you come to think of
“ When it comes to business or pleas ter spoke, displaying great interest in the same premises conveyed to the
Maintained as the receiving ship at provides for the bare necessities in i jt this town gets the most splendid ures, we can get them right at home the National Guard and speaking at said Clyant C. Crockett by Fred T.
the matter of armaments. Every and interesting new things at its I for less cost and in as good shape as length of the pleasure he experienced Giberson by his deed of Warranty
H ew York.
nation
houses ivi
for uu^uv
mighty «*”
small
sums.* *I hope wre can to roam afar, believe me.” during his visit to the Third Maine at dated March 21, 1919.
*The
|Qf fltlUUHllIW
submarine forces
tv*vv» are also
■■■j JittviU
U will
Wilt maintain
maiuvatu Its forces «up
r to uuucco
»*** wll»**M
That the said Eva D. Ryder by her
Metering from the ilack of men, as Is j the total strength allowed under the the theater folks don’t feel they need — Ex.
Camp Devens last summer. He said deed of Assignment dated January
#i «7 navy district. The yards are plan. The United States must follow raise prices just on this account of
5th, 1921, and recorded in said
Short, the bases In Far Eastern waters the procession and keep her forces my opinion, but honestly, we get so
Registry in Vol. 306, Page 193. sold,
.are abort and everything is making afloat, efficient and ready for eventual used to seeing plays advertised here
assigned and conveyed the said
mortgage and the debt thereby se
as ‘just like New York, where the
toward rain because of the lack of Itlfifi.
cured
to Caribou National Bank, a
seats
are
$3’
or
‘no
raise
in
prices
teen. So great Is the lack that it
national banking association and
here,
to
meet
metropolitan
prices
’
was necessary to detail a battleship
ICE FISHING RULES
corporation organized and existing
that we don’t really believe that such
from tbe Atlantic fleet to ‘maintain an
under the laws of the United States,
The depart ment of inland fisheries
and located at Caribou, County and
prices are asked in big cities till we
active flagship for American naval
and game has received a petition
State, aforesaid.
get there as I did.
forces In European waters.
from 25 per cent of the legal voters
That the condition in said mortgageiu suffers
Buuvro i
you take the trouble to follow
.No other navy in the world
is broken by reason whereof Caribcu
Iran tb* lack-of personnel m does tbe I of Portage Lake, asking that In the back over the past two years and see
Natfonal Bank, aforesaid claims ,t
bolted State, N « y . Japan keeps n !«“ “ “ »• <*
«•“ » « a" « « f «■* what shows have been brought here,
foreclosure of said mortgage.
residents of that town. that all ice
Dated at Caribou, Maine, December
and the small prices asked for them,
her ship* materially and tactically fit ,
in Portage
13th. 1921.
for fluty in the slightest degree in fu ll1t Tfishing
be lieprohibited
you will know that the theater folks
a
1»
a
*
r*
1
ha
Lake; also its tributaries, Chase and
Caribou National Bank,
In this town are really considerate of
eemmlssion. Great Britain is main
By its Attorney,
Mosquito brooks. The petition is
taining a large fleet, France hat her headed by H. E. Coffin. A hearing tll8ir PatTOt,s as wel1 as lookinS
351
John B. Roberts
■MUitary shipe in full commission,
on the matter will be assigned.
and, in fact, every navy in the world
| The commissioner has also received
la being properly maintained except
a petition from Howard Wood of Pat
& & o o c& g a g »< 3 m
Hmt at tbe United States.
ten and 27 ether citizens of Patten.
Naval Reasrve Abandoned
Davidson, Stacyville and vicinity ask
It baa been necessary to do away ing that regulations be promulgated
wttb tbe naval reserve because of the closing to all ice fishing the following
feck e f money to pay the 812 a year named waters in Penobscot county.
retainer fete. The Naval Reserve Katahdin lake in Township 3, Range j
waa one of America's dearest posses- 7, W. E. L. S.; and Moose and Spring j
atene. Tbe United States needed it ponds, so called, in Township 4, Range i
bafliy when it went to war In 1917 7, W. E. L. S.
|
and H was not In >existence. During
E T a Studebaker SPE CIA L-SIX COUPE, as the ideal
tb e war It was built up because it
NOTICE OP FORECLOSURE
j Christmas &ift for all the fam ily, solve your per
waa not necessary to call the untrain
Whereas, Josie E. Owen and Austin
ed reserve
to
battle
while
the
Gerplexing shopping problems.
____ v_,__ ______. . . .
. j I. Owen, husband and wife, of
wuiu being securely held t o , M&sardis in the County of Aroostook
t b d r North 8 m bases by the British and State of Maine, by their mortgage
This year stop trying to decide on a NUMBER o f
fleet Now that reserve is gone. deed dated May 21, 1918, and recordAroostook Registry of
ed
in
the
fcifts and concentrate your Christmas budget on one.
Thera has been some very adverse Deeds, Southern District, in Yol. 280,
comment on tbe advisability of doing page 219, conveyed to the Houlton
Y ou K N O W the impression a SPE CIA L-SIX COUPE
Savings Bank, a corporation duly
ew ey with ft,
incorporated
under
the
laws
of
the
te time o f war tbe United States
w ill make when it appears at your front door, bright
State of Maine and having a place of
needs these extra trained men very, business at Houlton in said County
and early Christmas morning. W e can’t run it in un
v tty badly and they constitute a of Aroostook, the following described
der the Christmas tree, o f course. But w e can place it
yewertel force for government. How real estate situated in the Town of
Mas&rdis
in
said
county,
v
iz
:—One
ever, In time o f war no enemy will
outside any time you say. Glad to arrange convenient
hundred ninety-nine (199) acres off
the South side of Block numbered
terms, too.
ninety-one (91) in said Masardi? ?r,d
bounded as follows:—On the north by
land conveyed to Edmund Burleigh by
John A. Rockwell by deed dated
December 26, 1916; on the east by
the east line of said Block number
ninety-one (91); on the south by the
south line of said Block number
ninety-one (91); on the west by th-’
west line of said Block numbered
ninety-one (91); being the same
premises conveyed to said Josie E.
, Owen by said John A. Rockwell by
i deeds dated January 9, 1917, and
recorded in said Registry in Vol. 290,
page 285 and deed dated May 17, 1918,
reference had to both of said deeds
and the records thereof.
Now, therefore, the condition in
said mortgage is broken by reason
whereof said Houlton Savings Bank
claims a foreclosure of said mortgage
and gives this notice for that purpose-.
Houlton, Maine, December 15, 1921.
Houlton Savings Bank
By it;. Attorneys,
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NAVAL RECRUITING

a.

.A

A Gift for A ll the Family
For A ll the Year!

I

ALL WATER RATES
ARE NOW DUE

MODELS AND PRICES
f. o. b. factories

Coupes and Sedans

A Partial List o f
Appointments
Unusually deep upholstery ofdray mohair velvet
plush; adjustable silk shades to match; cut £lass
dome h&ht: frosted nickel trimmings; jeweled
8-day clock; mainetic speedometer on ebony
finished instrument board; collapsible steering
wheel; exhaust heater; massive head-lights;
artistic coach lamps; 3-piece rain-vision wind
shield; windshield wiper; adjustable ventilator
in cowl.

Li&ht-Six 2-Pass. Coupe-Roadster .. $1550
Li&ht-Six 5-Pass. Sedan.................. 1850
Special-Six 4-Pass. Coupe................ 2450
Special-Six 5-Pass. Sedan................ 2550
Bi&-Six 4-Pass. Coupe..................... 2850
Bifc-Six 7-Pass. Sedan..................... 2950

Touring Cars and Roadsters

Li&ht-Six 3-Pass. Roadster..................$1125
Li&ht-Six Touring Car....................... 1150
Special-Six 2-Pass. Roadster.............. 1585
Special-Six Touring Car................... 1635
Special-Six 4-Pass. Roadster.............. 1635
Bifc-Six Tourinfe Car........................ 1985

A ll Studebaker Cars are Equipped with Cord Tires

Hand & Harrircton
•W
-*

69 Main S t;e 2*, Hiulton

S T U D E B A K E R • YEAR

Later in the year, other organizations BABSON SPEAKS OF
“ Some lines of industry have been JUNITARIAN CHURCH
and Sunday school members in a
_the W. C. T. U., the A. R. C. and
thoroughly liquidated both internally:
MFMRFRSHIP CAM PAICN month hy month tabulation up to
STOCKS AND BONDS and market wise. Their stocks toda v j
r a t m o f i i u m r L A M r AIUN ( Easter.
Before the great Conflict we of the the M. P. H. A. (I think in the order
Discussing the investment situation should be bought hut bought as a
Rev. l.wigln F. Mowory of the j Organisation plans have been per
United States were fairly content mentioned) have seen the need, and
vilth ourselves. We wore a little have made child welfare work a Roger W. Babson makes the following |speculation by those who realize that
;>'.7 ,y h“ 1!e,'n
i fected throughout the country. This
larger hat than any other nation branch of activity in their program statement. “ Dividend cuts have be-1 they are speculating. For the near chairman ot the church membership includes a speakers’ bureau to proWhen participation in the World War for human betterment in Maine. The come an every day occurrence and future and lor years to come the campaign in this town to recruit a 25 vide churches outside of Boston with
financed, efficiently percent increase in members in a
was finally recognized as unavoidable, Maine Baby Saving Society cordially promise to continue at their present conservatively
Unitarian “evangelists”. For the next
operated business will show a profit nation-wide “ follow-up” of the success
o u r beloved Uncle Sam appealed to welcomes all such laborers in its rate for at least another year.
four months Unitarianism will be pre
the “ flower of our land”, to our most chosen field—we cannot have too
“ Last month’s payments on Ameri and will pay a profit to their stock ful financial canvass of last year sented as the “ happy faith,” holding
many
forces
at
work
for
the
saving
virile manhood, those between 18 and
can industrial stocks, common and holders. Their next door neighbors, when approximately $2,400,000 was out to Unitarian adherents, to men
36—called them to go before the of baby life and securing of child preferred, were $8,100,000 less than however, may be headed for the raised within the denomination.
and women of no church and to
The membership campaign in the
various draft boards—to be examined health in Maine to the fullest extent in November 1919 and $5,1100,000 less sheriff’s sale of scrap heap, and
persons out of sympathy with church
for entrance into the World War. I at the earliest possible day. If we than in November last year. This dividend cuts continue to be present. United States and Canada is a project life based upon teachings that human
Decide whether you want to invest hy the Unitarian Church “ to awaken nature is inherently corrupt, that a
The authorities were surprised, and j couid have 100 workers to save 1000 represents a loss of 23.7 per cent or
thinking citizens were shocked, at j baby lives in 5 years we believe that nearly one fourth compared with 1919 for income or speculate for profit. in the minds of Unitarians a conscious rational understanding of a universe
the findings of these Boards.
1would be immeasurably preferable to and 16.6 per cent or one-sixth less For investment buy sound bonds—for ness of individual responsibility for of law and order is happier than one
speculation buy a broad list of stocks. increasing the service of Unitarianism !
In the State Orange last year I j leaving one organization to attain j year.
swayed by superstition and dogma.
20
“ There is nothing particularly al If you are not following this basic to the world and to change irrespon
ratferred to these “ findings.” That j less than one half that result in
practically 19 out of every 100 Maine j years. So the Maine Baby Saving arming about such, a development as principal for placing your money, set sible audiences to active congrega-,
boys examined were
pronounced j Society urges the cooperation of every it is but one of the characteristics of your house in order at once. You tions” .
FULL OF NOURISH.
A feature of the campaign will be
the period of depression in every will make more by rearranging your
wholly unfit for even limited militaiy j efficient agency.
securities now than waiting for a to enroll “ Unitarians" in the local, MENT
service because of Infant ailments ; The Granges can have a large part business cycle.
Unitarian Church. This comes, in
chance
"to get out whole."
(No Drugs)
“
The
trouble
lies
in
the
fact
that
the
.should give us pause. That these j and be wonderfully influencial in this
The Babsonchart reflects a verv effect, from a tabulation of church
baby ailments were unrecognized o r , child welfare work. Local Grangers , general investing public does not
neglected by the parents prompts a 1can organize mothers’ clubs, join or i seem to have been aware of this fact. satisfactory seasonal rise in general rosters in parishes of the United
“ why?”. No one would care to say I t ! organize Parent-Teacher Associations As I go about the country I am business. Last week's point— 17 per States and Canada which has revealed
was lack of interest in their children.! (with emphasis on the Parent). Our j appalled by lists shown me—not only cent below normal—has been bettered to the National committee the fact
Then is must have been “ lack of |state Nurse will be glad, so far as j by the widow and untrained youth by 3 per cent. General business to that thousands of persons attending
Unitarian churches have never “join
knowledge.”
possible, to accept invitations to give but by the man who is keen in his (^a-v *s ^ b(>r cent below normal.
ed
although they have been active
The baby death rate in Maine for j free demonstration of proper methods |own business. Their lists of "invesl.00
in
church
life and are admittedly in ;
1920 was 9 per 1000 births higher than : in infant care. The Executive Secre- j ments” are generally over loaded with NOTED HORSE
sympathy with the broad statement!
!■ 1317; higher than 1919 by 11 p e r! tary of the Maine Baby Saving Society j stocks which at times pay dividends.
a bottle
BURNED TO DEATH of religious principle and purpose,
1^000 births, and higher, even, than j will be glad to give free talks or They have counted on these as inat West End Drug Store
The Northern Man (17), 2.06>y2, and not a “ creed", that "in the love of
1918, the epidemic year. These are lectures to, or under the auspices of. j come and are very seriously em
truth
and
in
the
spirit
of
Jesus,
we
i
13
other
head
of
excellent
trotting
in e n t deaths only—babies under 1 j any Grange. Write him as to dates barrassed as a result of the cut in
stock lost their lives last Saturday in unite for the worship of God and the
year of age. No doubt, over half of ' for the nurse, or for himself.
dividends. Theirunfortunateposition
these deaths were due to ignorance j Local Granges can use every vestige |js due to theirdisregard
of a very Kentuekey when a training barn at service of man."
As one of the 500 men selected to
as to proper self care, and proper of influence to secure the passage of j fundamental point,
John W. Stout’s Glen Day breeding Mork with the National committee in
DIAMOND
“ Stocks have an essential place in
care of the baby, on the part of the a bill, turned down by the last
farm
was
burned.
Boston
the
chairman
here*
has
been
Legislature,
likely
to
come
up
again
at
our financial structure. Without the
Mother. This ignorance verges on
asked to organize a local membership
It
is
believed
the
horses
were
suf
in
1923.
I
refer
to
the
bill
prohibiting
commitment
of
some
funds
to
the
the criminal, when for a one cent
CO**
postcard to the Children's Bureau in marriage in Maine except on a clean risks of production, transportation focated. as Stout says when he open council to include the officers of his
Washington, D. C„ or to the Maine bill of health, issued by a reputable and merchandising—buying goods ed the doors so all could run out, none church and representatives of the
LADIES f
Unitarian Laymen’s League, now con -1
your I>ruff*t»t for CTIT CHES-TER S
Baby Saving Society at Bangor, any physician. Such a law would help ' with the hope of selling for profit
made any sound.
D I A M O N D 1!!< A N D l ‘ I L L S in R e d a n d
ducting
a
church
attendance
campaign
reduce
the
25%
of
insanity
and
the
business
could
not
he
done.
The
G o l d m e t a llic boxes, sealed with Blui
woman may have free literature of
The Northern Man was owned bv and other major organizations. This R ib b o n . T a k e n o o i h e s . Bay o f ;
standard character, and either Na 80% of feeble mindedness in Maine, i purchaser of common and preferred
D ru gg ist an d ask fo r C IU .C H E g .T E K
John Nash of Lexington, who bought body will be responsible for the entire D I A M O N D E I I A N l> P I T . 1,8, f o r t w e n t y -fiv e
tional Bureau or Maine Society due to certain hereditary diseases . stocks is furnishing money for these
yea rs r e g a r d e d r>9 B e -t,S a fe s t , A lw a y s R e lia b le .
would be glad to try to answer any which, before the War, were “ taboo" purposes. His stock certificate estab him sonu1 time after the death of direction of the local campaign, for
SOLD
BY ALL DRUGGISTS
George
A
Y.
Leavitt
of
Boston,
who
public meetings, and for the careful
lishes no obligation in his favor hut
queries of the mother!
Without for public discussion.
TIME
was
in
charge
of
the
noted
sire
for
consideration of prospective church
EVERYWHERE S I ?
T R IE D
question, poverty is responsible for a I Other ways might easily be mention- simply certifies that he has a proyears. He was valued at $5.OOP.
p&rt of the additional unnecessary ! ed, which will be brought to the atten- ! portionate interest in the business.
The total loss in the fire to stock,
Infant deaths; but today this loss tion of Grangers in due time. “ Think He is a partner in the broader sense
1
buildings
and feed will reach $25,00n.
on
these
things.”—A.
J.
Torsleff,
! of the word, and subjects himself to
from poverty is inexcusable with so
The
origin
of
the
fire
is
not
known
as
many agencies in community and Erecutive Secretary of the Maine the risks of proprietorship and takes
the building was blazing when Stout
i the profits when there are any. One
State ready, even anxious, to help Baby Saving Society.
was awakened.
j should not enter into this position ■
gave the baby of today, and help him
! without realizing that he is upeculat-1 Saccharose, 2.14Ft. owned by G. M.
grow Into a fit citizen for tomorrow. $ 6 5 0 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0 FOR
Coldbath, Presque Isle, was one of the
J ing.
1 am sorry not to be able to furnish
COUNTRY
ROADS
IN
many well known campaigners on
j “ Investment on the other hand is
figures for the rural territory of
the
Maine and New Brunswick Cir
THE COMING YEAR j placing your money for a definite in
Balne, but the United States Public
cuit
last season that was sired hy
Health Service has as yet published
Of the $75,000,000 appropriated for come. The man who buys bonds or
The
Northern Man, 2.0714. whose
the 1920 figures for cities only. These federal aid in highway construction notes is a landlord in the broader!
death is a distinct blow to the breed
sense of the term. He has loaned
figures of infant deaths per 1000
provided in the act of Nov. 9 last, $24,ing interests.
births stand as follows—against 1919
money to the concern and has a !
375,000
is
now
available
and
$48,750,mortgage on a part of its real
and 1918 (epidemic year):
And Now Selling at the Rate of a Half Million a Month!
Auburn, 4 less than 1919; 23 more 000 will be available on Jan. 1. next, property. He must be paid his re-1
If
Y
our
T
rouble
than 1918.
according to figures furnished by turn whether the business makes a t
Augusta, 67 more than 1919; 94 Colonel Arthur Woods, of the Presi profit or not and can foreclose and i
Because they contain the message of the hour!
Is S crofula
|sell its assets to reimburse himself i
more than 1918. '
Because they explain the present world conditions and outcome!
dent’s Conference on Unemployment.
Because they are written in plain, terse and easily readable style—
for his money is loaned for a definite
Bangor, 22 more than 1919; 26 less
As Often Acquired as Inherited,
already translated into 30 different languages!
These
amounts are in addition to the ; period. It must be paid hack as mon-;
Hum 1918.
1 ou have eruptions and sores, and
Because they are sold at cost and within reach of all!
BMdeford, 19 more than 1919; 68 $68,500,000 unexpended balance from ey at a fixed date and the agreed
perhaps enlarged "lands of tin*
“ M illions N ow L iv in g W ill N e v e r D ie ” —
>.
leas than 1918.
former acts giving Federal aid in rental must be returned at stated , neck.
This bl.;od disease affects
1-8 pages, paper bound—clarifies the
The T h re e in a
Lewiston, 24 more than 1919; 34 highway construction, a total of $141,- periods in the meantime. The mar the internal organs, especially the
answers to these times of distress and
C om bination
ket value of good bonds rises in j lungs, and if neglected may de
more than 1918.
preplexity.
Regular price
.25
625,000. It is expected that the vari
fo r O nly
velop
into
consumption.
“
Can
the
L
iv
in
g
T
a
lk
W
ith
the
Dead?”—
Portland, 31 more than 1919; 15
proportion as its income will buy more ;
ous States will match these funds to food and clothes, not as a particular j
l-’8 pages, paper hound—the Bible
It causes many troubles, and is
more than 1918.
teaching on Spiritism. Regular price
.25
Watervllle, 30 less than 1919; 75 the extent of at least $125,000,000, line of business becomes more or less J aggravated hy i’-nure air, had
“ T h e Finished M y s te ry ” — 600 pages, cloth
""iter,
too
much
1
:
at
or
cold,
and
lest than 1918.
making the total Federal aid road profitable. A steady and assured in-1 want ol proper c.v'eisc.
hound; verse for verse explanations
of Mzekiel and Revelations— the only
In rural Maine 1919 was 7 less than work for 1922 more than $250,000,000. j come of a predetermined amount1
Mood's Sar.-apardia, the bloodPostpaid
hook of its kind extant. Regular price
.85
1918.
therefore takes the place of the un- j )u;rii'.-eg medhine that has lie-a
The Bureau of Public Roads has
T o ’ a! value (856 pages)
$1.35
In the Ufilted States registration,
certain profit or profits, due the stock-! nmed w; h so nnn ij. satisfaction by
til!’., c
area the figures show 1919 to be 14, figures showing that other State anti holder.
Remit by Mpxress or Postal Money Order or Draft to
rations, is wonderfully
aad 1920 to be 15 deaths per 1000 county road construction in which the
“ Too many persons who want an in- success! ’ ! in the treatment of
International Bible Students’ Association
♦
Give it a trial,
tilth s less than In 1918. So there is Federal Government will not partici vestment—who believe they have an j scrofula
I
15A C o rn hlll, (D e p t. 10) Boston, Mass.
If
a
♦
cathartic or laxative is
j e t room for Improvement, and large pate, will bring the grand total to ap investment—are holding on to com- j
)
needed, take H ood’s Pills.
«-------- ---------------------------- - t . . r r i ,
_ . . __|
|
seed for organised effort to secure proximately $650,000,000 for 1922. This mon and preferred stocks from which |
does
not
include
street
construction
that Improvement, in Maine.
income has ceased and which for th e !’
One way to help secure a more in cities.
present may not even be a good gam-1
Secretary Hoover of the Depart ble.
virile, more efficient, physical man
!
hood most surely possible, most ment of Commerce has urged the
certainly imperative, is to educate the governors of the various states to let DR. KIDDER’S NERVE
|
parents in proper infant care. This as many contracts as possible for
AND TONIC PILLS |
may be done by public lectures, by highway construction. His purpose
A
Most Valuable Remedy. Why 1
talks before special groups, by is not to suggest that states enter on suffer from run down nerves and I
demonstrations
at gatherings
of road building in Winter weather, but debilitated system? Not merely aj
stimulant but a genuine body and \
mothers, and by the distribution of he points out that if contracts are let nerve building TONIC. Price 50c at
standard literature. Parents must be now they will provide a basis upon all druggists or direct by mail in
convinced that mumps, measles and which contractors can order tools, plain wrapper on receipt of price.
whooping cough, especially, are com machinery and supplies. Winter work SAMUEL KIDDER & CO., INC., Bos
ton, 29, Mass. Established 1804.
municated by one to another, or will result from these orders, and to
that
extent
gained
that
much.
Profit
others, and therefore are preventable
and unnecessary. Parents must be taking in the leading foreign ex
Send TODAY — for this
made to realize that adenoids, en changes caused sharp recessions from
COMPLETE ONE MONTH'S,
larged tonsils, and poor teeth, each substantial advance. Sterling react
ed
another
two
cents
and
the
French,
RE M 0LA
and all, insure impaired vitality, hence
poor development, often accompanied Italian and German rates were lower
by malnutrition— conditions extending by 6 to 16 points.
Into adult life, manifest .there also in
both physical and mental inefficiency.
Since there is. no such thing as
standing still, if w e ' are not better
DO N O T F O R G E T
tomorrow than we are today, we will
be worse tomorrow than we are today.
l\) solve the problem of better human
To Pay Y o u r
physical welfare for tomorrow we
Your Money Back
'T H O S E who make progress take admust solve the problem of better
If You Want It
M ining and
vantage of opportunity.
Infant care from this day onward.
ELECTRIC L I G H T
'
Transporting Potash Today there is a chance to replace the
This, an opportunity offers, or can be

BABY SAVING STATISTICS

CHICHESTERSPILLS

J

g i

3 Marvelous Boolts!— 3 Million Circulation!

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? Wh y ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

85c

and Progress

REM-OLA

r>

made, and as funds are available, the
Maine Baby Saving Society is trying
to d a In January, 1920, because no
State-wide effort In this branch was
being made in Maine, the Maine Baby
Saving Society was organized, and has
given Itself entirely to this one work.

STOP THAT ACHE!
Don't worry and complain about a
bad back. Get rid of that pain and
lamentss! Use Doan’s Kidney Pills.
Many Houlton people have used them
and know how effective they are. Ask
your neighbor! Here’s a Houlton case.
J. W. Bruce, 141 Military St., says;
1 cant say anything too good for
Doan’s Kidney Pills. I used them
when my kidneys were giving rne
trouble and they rid me of the com
plaint. My back ached and pained
for quite awhile. It was a dull, nag
ging pain right across the center of
my back. I was so dlzsy I could see
black specks before my eyes and 1
felt tired and sleepy all the time. A
friend advised me Be try Doan’s
Kidney Pills and 1 got two boxes at
the Hatheway Drag Co. and began
using them. It didn’t take them long
to rid me of the trouble. It’s a pleas
ure to recommend Doan’s.”
60c. at all dealers. Foster-Milburn
Co., Mfrs., Buffalo, N. T.
~

BEFORE

must rive you prompt relief from
Piles, Hemorrhoids and other -in >rectal troubles— or your money is
returned without question.
That
shows our confidence in it. Can
you afford to pass up this oppor
tunity to test this reliable prep
aration in your own home— at our
risk? Mail us a dollar now— or
write for generous FREE SAM
PLE. Sent prepaid in plain, sealed
wrapper.

TUESDAY

J A N U A R Y 10
And Save 12*/
/ 2 Per Cent

HENRY

THAYER
&
CO.,
IN C .
Established 1847
C A M B R ID G E 39 — BOSTON, MASS.

PIPELESS
CLARION FURNACE
The Modem Simplifier
of the Heating Problem

Purchasers are enthusiastic over the
Quantity of Heat received from
the small amount of Fuel con
sumed. One will give your home
a welcoming atmosphere.

WOOD & BISHOP CO.
BANGOR, MAINE
Established 1839

Potash losses of the past years at very
low prices.
The current wholesale prices of fertilizer
material show that Potash is the cheapest
plant food used in fertilizers.
There is a fair supply in this country.
Plenty more can be brought in.

for P IL E S

BILL

POTASH
PAYS

i®

It will pay you to take up the matter with your
fertilizer dealer and let him understand that
you want goods with from 4 to 10 per cent of
actual Potash. Do it now so that there will be
ample time to have the desired goods made up
and delivered.
SOIL & CROP SERVICE, POTASH SYNDICATE
H. A. HUSTON, Manager

42 Broadway

New York

m
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Lougee, George Seward, Laurence societies or organizations, any post of
supposed to reflect the state of busi
Shannon. The following were absent The American Legion or the Women’s SARDINE INDUSTRY
ness
some months in advance. It may
only one half day: Florence Ingraham
HAS POOREST YEAR
Auxiliary units thereof, if no part of
Donald Rogerson and Elsie Seward.
Total Pack 1,000,000 Cases, as Against uell be that vacillation will character
the net earnings thereof inures to the
ize the activities of the industrial and
2,500,000 Average
benffit
of any private stockholder or
SEES PARADISE
Sardine canning on the Maine coast commercial world for months to
nimHiniuiinuiimimniiinimimiiuiimimitimuiiimiimiiiimiimiimmmHiiiiimmiimmr.
ON EARTH IN 192S individual.’
is over for the season, and 1921 will come.
“ The above amendment to the Reve
I W. E. Van Amburgh of Brooklyn,
Miss
Pauline
Campbell
is
at
home
go
down in the records as the poorest
But then it is something that fx»tSuMoribtri should bear in for the Christmas vacation and will secretary and "treasurer of the In nue Act becomes effective Jan. 1, 1922.
year, with the smallest pack since terment shows itself at all, even if
mlvid that all subscriptions are return to Montleello for the winter ternational Bible Students’ Associ After that date no ^Afyierican Legion 1901. The total pack is estimated as
transiently. There is encouragement
*‘
Post or Auxiliary will be required to
payable In advance and the pa term.
Mr. and Mrs. Newell Titcomb were ation, the religious movement or pay this so-called amusement admis slightly under 1,000,000 oases, com- in watching the rush of wavelets up
per wtfl be discontinued at ex the, guosm o f Mr. and Mrs. H. B. ganized by the late Pastor Russell,
|pared with 3,000,000 cases in 1919 and the business beach. Even if they
i
Houlton for Xmas dinner lectured recently in Boston on “ Mill sion tax.”
j 2,500,000 average.
piration.. Notice of such expira BUmson|jfi
speedily ebb and retire others suc
Mondays „
w..'
Now Living Will Never Die.”
j The prosperity of the industry, ceed them, and the play of waters
tion wltl be sent out the First of Don’t forget that services will be ions
The speaker linked Biblical prop ALASKA PULP WOOD
j which is the mainstay of such places continues. The tide exhibits a ten
held each Sunday through Jan. at
each month.
the Baptist Church, conducted by ftev. hecies with present-day events for
! as Eastport and Lubee, depends dency to come in, and that is the
MAY BE 2 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0
Benj. Beatty.
the purpose of assuring his audience
altogether on the regularity of the main point. Whatever fluctuations
CORDS EACH YEAR supply
! Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Adair of that the kingdom of Christ will sup
of small herrings, which are may occur, at least a faint trend upHodgdon
arrived
Friday
to
spend
Many expressions of regret afe
Under the program now being
plant the existing rule on earth, and
i the American sardine. At times this ward is discernible. The full flood
o s the death of Oscar Neldfer Christmas with Mr. Adair’s mother,
that earth will become a part of worked out by the Department of |year there have been more herrings may be distant, but it can be ealcutook place at hts home here Mrs. Mary Adair.
Agriculture the two national forests
Byron
Titcomb
is
home
from
the
heaven.
tar. He was born In Canada
|than the factories could take care of. lated on and surely foretold. Too
n^ftor* ago but lived in Patten U. of M. spending the Christmas
Because of this, he maintained, in Alaska, it is estimated, can furnish 1but these big runs were few and far many enterprises are holding their
vacation
with
his
parents,
Mr.
and
She leak til years and all his near
there are millions of people who perpetually 2,000,000 cords of pulp between, a decided scarcity prevailing |own in the midst of depression to
m reside in this part of the Mrs. E. P. Titcomb.
Mrs. Sarah Sweet of Lindsay, N. B., actually will never go into the grave, wood annually, amounting to an most of the season.
doubt the fundamental soundness of
VHr two years he "drove the
who
has been visiting at the home but who, Instead, will be ushered into equivalent of one-third of the present
_____ PIOB etage and for the past
The opening price for herrings last the situation. Others are even achievof
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.
A.
Wolverton,
re
annual
consumption,
the
Secretary
10 years he has driven a public hack
an era of the greatest peace and
spring was $5 a hogshead, but lately it ing profits, and some make the inspirand carried the mail from the trains. turned home Thursday.
prosperity. The present world com states in his annual report to the has been as high as $10, with occasion- ing report that they are doing better
The
Misses
Gladys
and
Edna
He was a man of an exceptionally
|President. The report continues:
al sales at $15, and the average dur- than ever before, creating new records
py disposition and had a never- Briggs, Seniors at Colby, are spend motion, he said, is but a house-clean
“ Two large sales have already been
ing
the
holidays
with
their
parents
ing in preparation for the new world
tsf fond of good stories. His long
ing the fall was about $7.50. The and excelling the triumphs of more
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
O.
Briggs.
made and one small mill erected. It
•ervles fbfe the public gave him a wide
order.
sardine market has been sluggish, favorable years.—Theodore Williams,
Miss Shirley Hare, who has been
s with the visiting sportsAlluding to Betelguese— a sun in the is confidently anticipated that exten having been overloaded with the in Leslie’s Weekly.
_____ _ c o u ld name his friends in teaching in Montleello, is spending
sive development along these lines
gftrtf Is the union. He left two her Christmas vacation with her heavens estimated to compare with will take place as soon as financial j product of the seasons of 1919 and
mother,
Mrs.
William
Linton.
the earth as a globe 600 feet in
.gins' and three daughters, Trescott
1920, hut supplies are rapidly being
Mrs. Waldo Carmichael and little diameter compares with a pea—he and industrial conditions become i
HeMer of Houston, Shirley or Patten,
cleared
up and the packers confidently
Sire. Cola McLaughlin of Island Falls daughter Marie returned from the said: “ Could not the God who created normal. The problems of forest ad- 1
expect
much higher prices before
Aroostook
Hospital
on
Saturday
eve
and the Misses Alice and Clara of
the Betelgueses of the heavens and ministration in Alaska are inseparably |spring.
also three sisters, Mrs. Lou ning. Marie is improving daily.
Mrs. Viola McIntosh, who was controls their courses witlt such linked with similar problems en-1
of Macwahoc, Mrs. Frank
Of Lincoln end Mrs. James operated upon Wednesday, Dec. 21st, precision bring about perfect life countered In the States, and an effici-! Optimistic observers are rendering
for appendicitis at the Aroostook
Cftady of Patten.
conditions on this little earth if he ent, decentralized, local administra-j good service by pointing out, from
WEDNESDAY
Hospital is reported to be gaining.
A pleasing concert and Christmas so desired? No sane mind can deny tion has been established which is j time to time, signs of improvement in W allace
Gloria
E llio tt
Swanson
Dexter
tree was held at the U. B. Church on the proposition.
It only remains functioning in plose co-ordination w ith! general business. Many of these in Reid
in
Mrs. Herbert Crane spent Christ- Saturday evening. There was a good necessary then to establish the fact the other scientific bureaus of the j dications are undoubtedly of slight
“ DON’T T E L L E V E R Y T H IN G ”
i t Llnneus with Mr. and Mrs. attendance and the program was a
department.
thrilling story of outdoor life.
Mr
import and unconvincing, and there A
credit to the children and to the that such is God’s purpose.”
Crane,
Reid and Mr. Dexter both love the same
“ The Tongass National Forest, sit
Right and wrong as principles, he
Grade Me Cordic is spending a committee who trained them. The
can be no assurance as yet that all the girl. Who wins? also Two reel comedy
with her sister, Mrs. Ansel committee extends thanks to C. B. continued, always existed, but neither uated in the southeastern part of that remainder are of worth and weight. and Am erican News.
Porter who got the Xmas tree, put can function without personal agents Territory, has a stand of not less than
in flhowhegan.
They may not record a lasting con
mid Mrs. Leland Glldred of up curtains etc., also to E. B. Lilley
THURSDAY
70,000,000,000 feet of timber within its
dition. There may be such a thing
ware the guests of Mr. and and J. P. Tracey who assisted to make There was a time when wrong was
Ethel Clayton in “W E A L T H ”
area
of
about
15,000,000
acres.
The
never
operative,
and
sin,
which
is
the
concert
a
success.
Mn Milfa Smith Christmas.
as “ turning the corner” for the time
4
^ . Would you rather have wealth, a fine
Mrt an Mrs. Clarence Horstord
the principle of wrong in action, he Forest Service, after a careful study ,! being only and, ,later
a falling back \home and rich clothes or poverty, love and
were the gneeta of Mr. and Mrs. Bari
of
these
resources
and
a
scientific
de
said, was unknown until Lucifer began
NEW LIMERICK
j and a loss of progress. Such has too 1happiness, also Two reel comedy ‘ Bang”
Hsfsfmrd in Honlton Christmas.
H. 1. McLeod is spending a few to oppose God. God, the speaker termination of the value of such Alas- |frequently been the case with prices i a" d_°"e rf el Educational
J im, Thomas Lloyd and Mr. and
said, allowed Lucifer to go on to the kai\ timbers
„
,for purposes of paper i in the g ^ ^ market, and the latter is
Mrs. wllUam Lloyd spent Christmas days in town.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Good spent fruition of his misdeeds before ending j manufacture, has divided the forest!
with Mr. and Mrs. Frank Turney at
FRIDAY
Christmas with Mr. and Mrs. George
_ - - Blind, N. B.
into 14 development regions, each one |!
Eileen
Percy
in
the
existence
of
Lucifer
and
sin
as
I
Mr. m Mrs. Blias Egears and Good.
of which contains sufficient timber to j
well,
the
speaker’s
belief
being
that
j
“
H
IC
K
V
IL L B TO B R O A D W A Y*
Mr.
Guy
Marshall
of
Houlton
spent
and John
Bgaarawere the
Beginning' in a little home town and end
meets of Mr. and Mn. Alfred Hen- Christmas at the nome of Mr. Joseph the Almighty meant thus to allow |mm a large paper-manufacturing plant:
Brown.
ing in the swirl of Broadway and the glare
imam at Oram Bond Christmas.
both men and angels to see that He; permanently.”
Rev. and Mrs. H. H. Cosman of
of the White Lights, also Two reel A l St.
Mr. and Mrs. John
Grant and
acted justly. As he expressed it, He j
John Comedy “ The Chauffeur” and A m erdaughter Bra P. Grant, Mr. Henry Ludlow were Christmas guests of Mr. allowed Lucifer to “ sow his wild oats” j
can News
and
Mrs.
C.
W.
Hatfield.
Hfeghia and Irving Hammond were
GERMANS
DRIVING
Guy Brawn, who has been working and human beings, he added, are get-1
the gneeta of Mr, and Mrs. Leslie
AMERICAN POTASH
OMfctaam at Union Corner for Xmas. in the woods in Haynesville, is at his ting pretty sick of the crop, and pray- j
SATURDAY
llr . aad Mrs. Robert Stephenson home here for the holidays.
FROM
THE
MARKET
Eugerife
O’Brien
in
ing
for
peace.
j
Miss Beatrice Pond of Houlton, a
M r/an d M n. Frank Lowery, Mr. and
Germany has seized control of the
1925
the
Year
of
Paradise
former
teacher
In
town,
was
a
recent
“C
H
IVA
LR O U S C H A R L IE ”
M n i Imery Henderson, Mr. and Mrs.
Romance, adventure and thrills are the
The approach of the kingdom, h e , American potash market, virtually
Clafhaee Ubby, Mr.- Lewis Henderson guest of Mrs. W. C. Hand.
outstanding features of this play. Telling
Miss Addle Dunlap of Houlton has said, is being heralded by world wide i wiping out all American competitors,
end’ Mr. G a y ‘ Anderson of Honlton
a cowpuncher straight from the plains
been
the
guest
of
her
sister
Mrs.
worn the gueete of Mrs. Bdward
who comes to New York also Two reel
signs, they abound on every h a n d - in the first important clash of the
Edgar Dyer, during the past week.
comedy “ The Love Egg” and M u tt and
Henderson Christmas.
J«ff
Mr. Ben Morrison and Miss Eliza much running to and fro and great “ new commercial war,” Dr. John E.
Smith of Oakfield were Christmas increase of knowledge; deserts becom Teeple, president of the New York
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Morri ing gardens; intensified farming, to section of the American Chemical
Crawford of Houlton spent son.
Of all i Society, declared in an address at the |
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hatfield and make the earth more fruitful.
with her father, Harry
Chemists’ Club.
these
developments
he
read
prediction
Basil Hatfield spent Christmas in
Clifford.
■^Governor Carl B. Milliken of Houlton with Mr. and Mrs. Ernest in the Scriptures, even of the automo The new potash industry in AmerAngaria wae a business caller in this Brinkerhoff.
biles, to which he saw allusion in the , iea, he declared, was “ betrayed” by
Let Us Quote
The Christmas concert in the
town m s day hit week.
I 34 American distributing companies,
Ml. aid Mrs. Garret Fitzpatrick and church Friday evening, Dec. 23, was following from the book of Nahum:
You on that new
am Fu nds of Littleton spent Sun well attended and greatly enjoyed by “ The chariots shall be with flaming which he named. These companies,
all those present.
day evening with n M tftes here.
torches in the day of his preparation. he said, had signed secret contracts,
Telephone
the
Neighbors
Mrs. Harry Hatfield has returned They shall jostle one against another
A number of people from this town
attended the Christmas concert at the to her home from Gordonsille, N. B. in the roadways they shall seem like nhieh eliminated all possibility of
W ho K n ow
where she has been visiting relatives
imdMw ekmch Saturday evening.
competition
with
the
German
monop
Get
T heir Opinions
torches and run like the lightnings."
Mr. an# Mrs. Frank Fitzpatrick for the past’ few weeks.
j
In selecting a farm light plant,
Mr. Bernard Patten of Houlton
mam dinner gaeets of Mr. and Mrs.
“ W hat!” exclaimed the speaker, in oly.
performance is what counts most.
J an ntmtrkk of Honlton on preached an interesting and helpful terrupting himselj, “automohfles in
“ I have in my possession," said Dr. ■
You want to know how WiJIys Light
Christmas sermon at the Tannery
Ctarfslmaa day.
is liked by people who already have
W e are agents for
heaven?
Yes,
because
earth
is
going
Teeple. “a copy of a new form of |
plants.
Harbor! Crawford of this town and school house Sunday afternoon.
Telephone any of our customers
Him' Torn Casey were united in Mlsa Josie Grant, matron at the R. to be a part of Heaven.”
the W ood & Bishop
— we will give you their names.
marriage at Bangor oh Sunday, Dec. C. I. Dormitory, Houlton, has been The year 1925 is a marked date, contract framed with the devil's own j
They will tell you of the Willys
and Kineo Furnaces
IJfh*- Friends of this young couple spending the Christmas vacation with said the speaker, for most of the ingenuity to e$ade all existing Amer
Light ccrtiSed electric service— how
her parents Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Grant.
are dateadtng congratulations.
all
guesswork
and
uncertainty
is
ican laws, including the anti-dumping ;
and Stoves
Ora Mooers, a student at Shaw’s trouble to be past, and all that live
f U r l r i v o , children and grandelim in a ted . H ow a dependable,
year-in-and-year-out performance is
chRdren enjoyed a Christmas dinner Business College, Bangor, arrived then will have an opportunity to act and the Sherman anti trust law. j
assured.
a t fbe home of Mr. and Mrs. Michael home to spend the Christmas vacation enter a paradise on earth. Our dead This is a contract between
the
Get the facts, then ask us to
" B ft it t eivMealton. Mr. and Mrs. J. F. with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred shall also return and they, too, may
demonstrate.
Deutches Kalisyndikate of Berlin—
Mppm ttdlbmily and Mr. and Mrs. W. Mooers.
fliiigg Carpenter and family of this The Conlogue, Hannigan and Drew share our joys. Neither sin nor the official German potash monopoly,:
#295 up to #595
schools closed last week for the sinners will ever be permitted t o 1
fawn bring among those present.
A.
M. STACKPOLE, Jr.
and
the
34
American
distributors.
The
j
Oakfield, Maine
Mho Kathleen Hovey cloeed a Christmas recess with appropriate again mar the universe.
term of school on Friday, exercises and Christmas trees in
Bridgewater, Maine
provisions of this contract, with th e,
Ths school room was very each school. Parents and friends
rated In Christmas abowdd their interest and apprecia NO TAX ON LEGION SHOWS change of a few h ords are applica- j
den tree being the tion with a good attendance, and
Colonel Albert Greenlaw, former ble to almost any industry in the j
attvagtflm for the youngsters. teachers and pupils felt well repaid commander of the Department of
country and if these forms of alliance
Power and Light wttTT0m Quiet Knight
Ingram was given at for their efforts.
From an enrollment of 20 pupils at Maine, the American Legion, has just is to be successful, then there is
afternoon.
iliiit iitiiim iiiiiiiM iiM iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiu iiiiitiiiiiim iiiim iiM im m iiim iiiiiiiiiin tiiiiiiH n iM iiiu H iiiiiH iiM M iiiM iim iiiiiM iu iH iiiu iiiin m iin iim u iH iH M a iiiu n ^
the Drew school, the following were received the following from John
not absent or tardy during a term of Thomas Taylor, Washington, D. C., nothing to prevent the utter wiping
ten weeks: Grade 8, Harold Burton;
Maartss Stewart had the misfortune Grade 6, Arthur Burton, Olga Cum vice chairman of the National Legisla out of one industry after another in
fg oat Ms foot lari week.
mings, Ora Hatfield; Grade 4, Ken tive Committee of the Legion, on a this country and the transfer of mRHart Toang of Houlton is visit- neth Hatfield, Ruth Hatfield; Grade subject that will interest every mem dustrial supremacy to Germany."
M i Hr. and Mrs. Clarence Gove.
3, Helen Hatfield; Grade 1, Donald ber of the Legion as well as every
roMHIBMMWilllllinillMM
Hra, Harry 8awyer of Houlton Cummings, Arline Smith. Doris Cole,
iiHiMiiiimiiiimimiiiiiiMmmtiiuiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiimimHimiiuiMiniMiiiiiiimiiitiiiiiiiiiHHiiiimiimMHiiiimimiimummiiiisiHMmuuHi
riritsdi relativee here over Sunday.
Eugene Smith and Charlie Smith citizen:
“At the insistent request of thou
A Trias eoncert was given Satur- were absent only one half day.
All carried in stock— W e also take
day orsnMg at the Comer Church.
The Tannery school closed Thurs sands of American Legion posts the
wGfied Rath of Patten spent Xmas day for the Christmas vacation. In National Legislative Committee se
orders for Developing and Printing
wilb Ms parents, Mr. snd Mrs. H. J. spite of the cold weather the concert
M b.
and Christmas tree in the evening, cured a clause in the ‘Art to Reduce
of Films and Plates
Hra. Naomi Logie and family had given under the auspices of the and Equalize Taxation and to Ame:;-1
Mnaa dinner with Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt Improvement League of and Simplify the Revenue Act of 1918
Harold Logie.
the school, was very well attended.
Mr. aad Mrs. James Bragdon of The following pupils of the Tannery approved by the president on Nov. 2 5.
Mnfmn; MfUs are visiting their school were not absent or tardy dur 1921 reading as follows:
“ ‘No tax shall be levied under
:M n
G. Adams,
ing the term of ten weeks: Leland
id ' Mrs. Jawett Adams nd Donahoe, Louise Donahoe, Alta Dyer, this title in respect to any admissions
at top market prices. Bring your
collection
in.
Trade
fae
to
son Otende visited Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Leland Emerson, Ralph Emerson, all the proceeds of which inure
face and get your money on t'oe
Kimball tn Honlton Monday.
Vernon Emerson, Earl Faulkner, exclusively to the benefit of religious,
spot.
My. ‘ aigt .Mrs. Clarence Gove knd Edith Faulkner, Merle Hand, Theodore
BANGOR T A L L O W CO.,
Friuiesa McQuarrie spent Christmas Ingraham,
Newell
Kelley,
Hope educational or charitable institutions.
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Weekof December 26,1921

Temple Theatre

■AST HODGDOM

LETTER B

Certified
Electric Service

F urnace

L. A .

Barker Co

EE

Cameras, Kodaks,Supplies

Bridg ewater Drug Company

M HonMen with Ray Young and
’ftaglly*
Marta Hither, young son of Mr. and
H a Jaries Btthsr, Is sick with
Mimmonti Nurse Collins is caring
'for
Hr. Frank lritls and family and Mr.
-and ‘.Mm^Myrm Stewart nd family of
want Xmss wth Henry
l# mmlly. Dinner was served
(o ninotam. ■
.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Bither enter■ m m Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Marrow,
llr. and Hra. ARM Toang and family,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bither and family
all of HauRea at dlanar Monday.

UTUETOM

140 Broad St.
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Feeling Fine, Thank You
Say, yesterday I had the worst Cold
saw. Nose run, bones ached, flashes
hot and cold, chilly. But believe me,
right today.
Do you want to know what did it?
box of

you ever
of fever,
I am all

In order to give our customers the lowest possible price on
i laundry soap we have purchased a straight carload, con
sisting of 635 boxes of Swift’s Pride Soap, 100 cakes to box.

One 25c

W e will

Laxitive Cold Tablets, prepared
for L. A. Barker Co., Oakfield, Maine

Swifts
P rid e

Mlsa gMifarHere spent Monday In
lMnlton the gnast of Miss Helen

'JtaMfr W. « Canmbrii of Houlton
spaa* Christmas with hit
hi mother, Mrs.
J.A. StOM.
. Jams* Bradstreet of Bridgewater
ti#*ssst o f J. a . Stone and
/fhmfly Gfe
B ritts, who hat been
k E: SS

to Hii

hod by heart disease,

who are attending R.
. O. L fltai High School am at homo for
* tho Christmas vacation.
M r i r m t e and Sarah Crosby
«C HfltaMn worn tho woefcond guests
of Mr. aril Mn. Oris Ttteomb.
j
v M n Avnrdfti Brims and three
V a ita n t t Thursday far Athol,!
a IT. S. at Fresand Mo i
tho 'Christas* ncs-i

VERSTOC£ED on the justly
famous Round O a k C o a l
Stoves. 33 1-3% discount and
paid to any point in Aroostook
County

Tarbell & Sons
Sm yrna M ills, M aine

te wSt meot at LittleJan. 18tb» instead of
as stated last week by misi

Bangor, Maine

sell

300 b o x e s

w

i

f t ' s

P

r

i c

l e

this

soap

for

.79a
W e will also give 33 cakes
for $ 1 .0 0 .

S

of

The large cake

These Prices are for cash

The soap is already in our stock. Remember this price is
good only while 300 boxes last. W e believe this is the best
--------------------soap trade in Aroostook County

A . H. B r a d s t r e e t & S o n
Bridgewater, Maine

